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Lay Abstract

Whistleblowing is an activity where an individual leaks some secrets about an organi-

zation to an unauthorized entity, often for moral or regulatory reasons. When doing

so, the whistleblower is faced with the choice of acting publicly, and risking retribution

or acting anonymously and risking not being believed. We have designed a protocol

called the attested drop protocol, which protects the identity of the whistleblower,

while allowing the unauthorized entity to have a means of verifying that the leak

came from the organization. This protocol makes use of pre-existing identities asso-

ciated with a communication medium, such as emails, to avoid using cryptographic

primitives that are impractical.
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Abstract

In scenarios where an individual wishes to leak confidential information to an unau-

thorized party, he may do so in a public or an anonymous way. When acting publicly

a leaker exposes his identity, whereas acting anonymously a leaker can introduce

doubts about the information’s authenticity. Current solutions assume anonymity

from everyone except a trusted third party or rely on the leaker possessing prior

cryptographic keys, both of which are inadequate assumptions in real-world secret

leaking scenarios.

In this research we present a system called the attested drop protocol which pro-

vides confidentiality for the leaker, while still allowing leaked documents to have

their origins verified. The protocol relies on identities associated with common com-

munication mediums, and seeks to avoid having the leaker carry out sophisticated

cryptographic operations. We also present two constructions of the general protocol,

where each is designed to protect against different forms of adversarial surveillance.

We use ceremony analysis and other techniques from the provable security paradigm

to formally describe and evaluate security goals for both constructions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In security research there has been a significant amount of work done on how to

keep information secret from the public. There has been far less work done on the

opposite problem, namely how to publicly reveal secret information. Secret leaking

may seem like a trivial problem, as a user could just release the documents directly

to a public forum, but this action could result in unwanted consequences for the user.

Conversely, the leak could be done in an anonymous way, but then there would be

no means of demonstrating that these documents are authentic.

1.1 Motivating Scenario

We motivate our research through the following scenario. An individual who is an

employee of a government organization discovers evidence that a superior is embez-

zling money from public funds. With no faith that internal reporting systems will

solve this problem, the employee seeks to ‘blow the whistle’ [NB74] on this abuse

and release the evidence to the public with the hope that this will spur action from
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elected officials. If he releases the documents anonymously, there could be doubts

placed on the authenticity of their contents. So the individual seeks to release it

to a reporter at a news agency hoping that they will provide some authority to the

document. However the individual does not want to contact the reporter directly via

email, as he does not want his identity to be revealed because he fears reprisal from

his superior. The leaker seeks a system that allows him to both send the documents

to a reporter anonymously but still be able to provide some proof that they are really

from this government organization.

There are other similar scenarios where a solution to this hypothetical problem

could resolve. A government researcher could want to leak documents to the press

showing interference into public health research, but is afraid of being fired as a result

[Aut19]. A physician could want to give federal investigators information about fraud

committed by their peers, but is afraid of being excluded from an industry they spent

their lives training to be a part of [Kol19]. A staff member for a major government

figure could want to provide a statement to a news agency about how deranged the

actions of their superior have become, but they fear serious reprisal if they identify

themselves [Ano18].

1.2 Existing Solutions

The notion of a whistleblower, or someone who exposes illegal, incorrect and dishonest

behaviour in an organization has existed for sometime, but it was not formally defined

until Blackwell and Nader’s book “Whistleblowing” [NB74]. The name refers to an

individual who is blowing a figurative whistle, often a symbol used to warn others

about potential dangers.

2
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While this activity has not always been presented in positive light, public and

corporate opinion on the idea has started to change. There are many corporate

whistleblowing systems available for companies to use [DR, LT], that aim to let

upper management be alerted to potential wrongdoings before they become public.

In the public sphere, high profile cases, such as Edward Snowden’s [Sch14], have led

to increased awareness into the positive benefits of whistleblowing.

Traditionally, secret leaking has been done using live and dead drops. A live

drop involves a direct communication, where the leaker hands the secret document

to another party. A live drop is referred to in security research as a secret handshake

protocol [AFNV19], as the identity of both parties will be protected from each other

only if the handshake fails. A dead drop would have the leaker leave the informa-

tion in a pre-defined location, allowing the other party to retrieve it at a later date

[Rey06]. Both of these systems have been superseded by whistleblower-submission

systems like Secure Drop [SPD] in the digital world. Here the leaker will create an

anonymous communication with a drop server controlled by the other party, and de-

posit the documents there. None of these systems have a built in means of providing

authentication to the documents sent by the leaker.

Another class of secret leaking systems rely on group and ring signatures. Group

signatures were introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [Cv91], to allow a member

of a group to be able to generate a signature on behalf of the whole group without

immediately having to reveal which member was the signer. Since these constructions

relied on a group manager and cooperation between group members to function,

Rivest, Shamir and Tauman introduced the concept of ring signatures, in their paper

“How to Leak a Secret” [RST01]. A ring signature scheme allows a signer to use

3
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the public key of the other potential ring members to construct a signature with

their own key pair, and can be done independently of any other member. Ring

signatures have been worked on and extended [BKM09, SW07] for many years since,

but all constructions still rely on the assumption that each group member is already

associated with a pre-existing public key value.

A recent proposal to solve a similar problem is a blind CA [WAP+18]. Here,

the system relies on an anonymous proof of account ownership to prove that the

user belongs to an organization, without revealing their exact identity. This involves

the user sending a message from their organization email to another outside email

account, through a verifier, and using a Secure Injection Protocol to inject a challenge

into the email. When the user recovers the challenge, he can then generate a certificate

to be used in anonymous credential system [DFKP16]. While this system is able to

generate an anonymous credential in its model, it does not consider an adversary who

is recording communications from in and out of the organization. In such a scenario,

the adversary would be able to look at past communications to find the individual

who sent the message to the verifier thus immediately re-identifying the source. This

type of attack is possible in a real-world secret leaking application, as an organization

could record all communications if they are worried about this type of leakage.

1.3 Research Objective

The objective of this research is to develop a secret leaking system, which will be

able to function in scenarios where a PKI is not available. In this system, the leaker

will anonymously provide a group of potential leakers and their associated addresses

to an attestor. The attestor will then send a challenge message to each member of

4
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the group, where the actual leaker is only one to expect the message. The leaker will

then use this challenge to complete a credential, which will allow him to provide some

means of verifying the origin of any leaked documents to another skeptical party. The

leaker may run this protocol with multiple attestors, but still use the same credential;

this way the skeptic needs to only believe one of the attestors to accept the document’s

origin.

We formalize two of the goals of a secret leaking system using a reductionist

security approach. The first goal is that given a list of potential leakers, the source

is unable to be re-identified with a probability no better than random selection from

the potential leaker list. We call this goal Source Privacy. The second goal is that

any signatures created by a credential generated by the system cannot have been

generated in another way. We call this property Unforgeability.

1.4 Methodology

We aim to prove the security of our constructions against specified attacks in a formal

way. To do so, we use techniques that are part of an approach known as provable

security, which is a well known methodology from cryptography.

1.4.1 Provable Security and Game-Hopping

Provable security. Provable security is the theoretical means by which modern

cryptographic systems demonstrate that they are secure. Under this approach, a

security proof consists of five parts: a definition of the model, a description of the

protocol, a statement of the security goals and assumptions being made, a description

5
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of the attack event, and a proof that the protocol meets the goals in the model

[BWJM97], usually under some cryptographic assumptions.

There are two models used in this paper for definitions: the random oracle model

and the standard model. The random oracle model provides to all parties in the

protocol access to a truly random function. This function is provided as an oracle,

meaning that no party can see how it operates but are able to call it when needed.

The oracle is then used as a substitute for the hash functions in the protocol, allowing

the proofs of security to make use of true randomness [BR93]. The standard model

is where no additional assumptions are made and no additional oracles are provided.

Security goals are quantified by security experiments. Each experiment is defined

as a game being played between the adversary and challenger algorithms. A challenger

has three stages. First it will set up the necessary components for the experiment. It

will then run the adversary, and interact with it as required. This interaction needs

to be defined. The challenger will receive outputs from the adversary until it stops

at its win condition, which was previously defined by the challenger.

There are many ways of realizing provable security, but our focus is on using

an asymptotic-reductionist approach. Here we try to demonstrate that probabilistic

polynomial-time attackers can only succeed a nominally small amount of the time, in

relation to a previously specified security parameter. This is represented by arguing

that the advantage an attacker has in the security experiment is negligible in respect

to that parameter, often written as a function negl(λ). A function is considered to be

negligible if it is asymptotically smaller than any inverse polynomial function [KL14,

pg.48]. To prove that a function is negligible, we use techniques from computational

complexity theory [CLRS09, pg.1067]. This approach was pioneered by Goldwasser

6
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and Micali [GM84], with their work on developing semantic security models.

Provable security has become a common technique in modern cryptography, and

appears in standard textbooks [KL14]. however it is not without controversy, as some

believe that this approach provides a false sense of security for a protocol and allows

its designers to ignore potential real-world attacks [KM07]. When used appropriately,

and within the correct model [Bel98], provable security can provide a scientific means

of gauging the abilities of a system based on cryptography [Dam07].

Game hopping Some of the proofs in this paper use game-hopping techniques to

demonstrate security [Sho04]. A series of games are generated, labelled G0 to Gn,

where the goal is to show that each game is negligibly close to the previous game.

This closeness can be shown through a set of operations known as transitions. In this

work we use two types of transitions, those based on indistinguishability and those

based on failure events. In the final game, we are able to directly reduce the security

of the system to an underlying primitive and show that the adversary should not be

able to win in this game. There exist other approaches to game based proofs [BR06],

but they are not used in this work.

1.4.2 Ceremony Analysis

We examine the security of our solutions not just by using reductionist security, but

also by a technique known as ceremony analysis. Ceremony analysis is an approach

that aims to look at the context in which the protocol is used more than investigating

the hard mathematical problems that support the protocol [RBGNB11]. It includes

the human aspects of a protocol, which can be the source of security vulnerabilities

that provable security approaches will overlook. By doing so, it can provide a more

7
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holistic approach to investigating protocol’s security.

The concept of ceremony analysis was first described by Walker, but was first

used practically by Ellison to look at security vulnerabilities in HTTPS [Ell07]. He

described the three properties of a security ceremony as: a ceremony is super-set of

protocols; there is nothing out of band of the ceremony and; humans when part of the

ceremony are explicitly included. By looking at these aspects, he describes Man-in-

the-Middle attacks that a provable security approach would miss. Later works have

used ceremony analysis to find vulnerabilities in the TLS protocol [RBGNB11] and

in the e-voting protocol Helios [KZZ17].

To make use of security ceremony properties, we do the following in our analysis.

We describe the protocol as a series of ceremonies and sub-ceremonies, while explicitly

describing the relations between each entity involved. We include key generation and

retrieval in our ceremonies to include all actions taken by actors in the ceremony in-

band. In addition all human entities involved are explicitly included in the analysis

of the protocol and we investigate the potential vulnerabilities they introduce. In

summary we use ceremony analysis to describe potential issues within the protocol

that a provable security approach would miss.

1.5 Contributions

In this thesis, we present the following major contributions. First we have developed

a general protocol for secret leaking, which we call the attested drop protocol. This

protocol relies on the leaker’s ability to recover a challenge value sent to a group of

organizational identities and provide support for the origin of the leaked documents.

Second we present a means of evaluating secret leaking protocols, including our own,

8
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against two goals: Source Privacy and Unforgeability. Finally we provide two con-

structions based on the attested drop protocol, where each construction is built for

specific usability scenario. In the first scenario, the leaker is not under surveillance

and they are able to extract large challenge values. In the second scenario, the leaker

is under surveillance from the organization, so the challenge values sent must be easy

to discreetly extract.

1.6 Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we will discuss the

necessary background and notations required to understand the following chapters.

In Chapter 3 we will provide an outline of the general protocol. In Chapter 4 we

describe the trust and threat models used to qualify the protocol. Next, we provide

two instantiations of the general protocol and demonstrate that they meet the desired

security and privacy goals. In Chapter 5 we provide a construction for unconstrained

scenarios. In Chapter 6 we provide a construction for secret leaking scenarios in a

monitored environment. In Chapter 7, we discuss various design options and future

developments before concluding with a summary of the contents.

9



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter aims to provide the reader with the background material needed to

understand what is presented in the subsequent chapters. Here we provide an intro-

duction to various cryptographic topics and building blocks used in our solution. We

then outline the notation we will use for our experiments.

2.1 Cryptographic Building Blocks

Public Key Infrastructure. Public key cryptography makes use of the fact that

each party is able to generate a public-private key pair for use in protocols. But these

keys do not have any identifying features, so one must trust that the public key they

have is for the indented recipient. To solve this problem the public key infrastructure,

or PKI, was proposed [Vac04]. In a PKI, a trusted third party called a certificate

authority (CA) issues a certificate which cryptographically binds a public key to an

identity. A PKI allows for its users to trust the claims of the public authority instead

of having to blindly trust an anonymous party.

10
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2.1.1 Digital Signatures

A digital signature scheme aims to provide authenticity to a message, by generating

a verifiable signature for it. We are interested in when this is done in the public-key

setting. Here the signer possesses a public-private key pair, and he uses the private

key to generate the signature. Then anyone with the public key would be able to

verify that the signature was associated with the corresponding private key.

Definition 1. Adapted from [KL14, p.442]: A digital signature scheme consists of

three probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms DS = (Gen, Sign,Ver) such that:

1. The key generation algorithm Gen takes as input a security parameter 1λ

and outputs a public-private key pair (pk, sk), each of length λ.

2. The signing algorithm Sign takes as input a private key sk and a message

m. It outputs a signature σ.

3. The deterministic verification algorithm Ver takes as input a public key pk,

a message m and a signature σ. It outputs a bit b, with b = 1 meaning valid

and b = 0 meaning invalid.

Signature Forgery. One security property that a digital signature scheme may

want to achieve is unforgeability. A forgery is a message m, in conjunction with a

signature σ that validates under the signature scheme’s Vrfy algorithm with public

key pk, but was not created by the holder of the corresponding sk. Figure 2.1 is

a signature forgery experiment ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ to demonstrate that a digital signature

scheme is existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen message attack, otherwise

known as secure.

11
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The signature− forgery experiment ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ

Adapted from [KL14, pg. 443]

1: (pk, sk)← Gen(1λ)

2: (m,σ)← ASign(sk,·)(·). Let Q denote the set of all queries that A asked its oracle.

3: return 1 iff [Verpk(m,σ) = 1] ∧ [m /∈ Q]

Figure 2.1: The Signature Forgery Experiment

A signature scheme DS = (Gen, Sign,Ver) is secure if for all probabilistic polynomial-

time adversaries A there is a negligible function negl(λ) in λ such that:

Pr[ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ = 1] ≤ negl(λ)

2.1.2 Hash Functions

A hash function is a function that maps an arbitrary-length input to a fixed-length

output. Given that hash functions can map from a larger input space to a smaller

output space, there can be scenarios where at least two input values that map to the

same output value. This is referred to as a collision, and a hash function is said to

be collision-resistant, if it is infeasible to find a collision in polynomial time [Dam90].

Definition 2. Adapted from [KL14, p.154]: A hash function (with output length l)

is a pair of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms Π = (Gen,H) such that:

1. The key generation algorithm Gen takes as input a security parameter 1λ

and outputs a key s, of length λ.

12
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2. The hashing algorithm H takes as input a key s and a string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ and

outputs a string Hs(x) ∈ {0, 1}l(λ)

Hash functions are commonly used in cryptographic applications to build authen-

tication schemes, such as digital signatures or message authentication codes. These

functions are required to be collision-resistant, rather than simply being a recommen-

dation for general hash functions [DY91]. In some situations other notions of secu-

rity are used, namely preimage resistance and second-preimage resistance. Second-

preimage resistance is considered a weaker notion of security, as collision-resistance

implies it [KL14, pg. 156].

In practice hash functions are unkeyed, but for security definitions a keyed version

is usually used. Any algorithm to find a collision could theoretically have hard coded

values for an arbitrary collision, and just return these values in polynomial time. By

forcing the key the hash function will use, we prevent this as an adversary would have

to generate a prior colliding pair for each possible key [KL14, pg. 156].

Hash Collision Experiment. We define the hash-collision experiment ExpColl
Π,λ for

assessing the collision resistance of a hash function in Figure 2.2.

The hash− collision experiment ExpColl
Π,λ

Adapted from [KL14, pg. 155]

1: s← Gen(1λ)

2: (x, x′)← A(s)

3: return 1 if x 6= x′ ∧ Hs(x) = Hs(x′)

Figure 2.2: The Collision-Finding Experiment

13
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A hash function Π = (Gen,H) is collision resistant if for all probabilistic poly-

nomial time adversaries A there is a negligible function negl(λ) in λ such that:

Pr[ExpColl
Π,λ = 1] ≤ negl(λ)

2.1.3 Steganography

Core to the idea of protecting secret information is the notion of obfuscation, or

the means to hide and confuse information from eavesdropping parties [BL18]. In

contrast to cryptography, which seeks to obfuscate communications such that they

are unreadable to outside parties, steganography seeks to prevent an adversary from

realizing that there was any communications at all [HJ07].

Steganography is the practice of sending hidden messages through an insecure

channel, such that an adversary is unable to detect them. This is typically done

by creating a subliminal channel in the communication, where a hidden message is

embedded in another public message [Sim83]. The set of messages that have been

sent across the channel are referred to as a history. A steganographic scheme is

considered to be useful if it is able to make any hidden message indistinguishable

from the previous messages in the history.

Definition 3. Adapted from [KRRS14]: A one-time steganographic scheme consists

of three probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms S = (SK, SE, SD) such that:

1. The key generation algorithm SK takes as input a security parameter 1λ

and outputs a key k of length λ.
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2. The embedding procedure SE(k,m;O) takes as input a key k, a message m

of length λ, a history h and an oracle O that draws samples from the current

history C〈. It outputs a stegotext s ∈ Σ∗, where Σ∗ is the possible message space

3. The extraction algorithm SD(k, c) takes as input a key k and some message

c ∈ Σ∗ . It outputs either the message m or a token fail.

Message Indistinguishability Experiment. A security goal all useful stegano-

graphic schemes aim to achieve is message-indistinguishability. This implies that

any message sent by one of the parties that contains secret information, is indistin-

guishable to an observer from a message that does not. A one-time steganographic

scheme S = (SK, SE, SD) is secure if for all probabilistic polynomial time adversaries

SA1, SA2 there is a negligible function negl(λ) in λ such that:

Pr[ExpMess-Indist
Π,λ (SA1, SA2) = 1] ≤ negl(λ)

2.2 Additional Building Blocks

Anonymous Communication. The establishment of an anonymous communica-

tion channel is an important part of many privacy oriented protocols and systems

[LMP+12, KES+16]. The most commonly used software for creating these channels

is Tor and its “Onion Routing” protocol [DMS04]. Onion routing involves creat-

ing layers of encryption for the message,and removing a layer at every hop in the

message’s route. By using a network of volunteer routers designed to carry out this

protocol, Tor is able to protect communications against network surveillance.
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There exist other protocols outside of Tor that are designed to create these chan-

nels. Vuvuzela [VDHLZZ15] hides the meta-data associated with instant messaging

over the internet using techniques from differential privacy. It can hide who is com-

municating with who, but not that one is using the software. Loopix [PHE+17] is

a message-based anonymous communication network that uses Poisson mix-nets to

achieve third-party anonymity. This implies that an adversary can only observe that

someone has used Loopix, but not who they are communicating with.

2.3 Notation for Security Analysis

To describe the protocols and ceremony we present in this thesis, we use a set of

notation that builds upon existing work [KL14] but is designed to meet our needs.

We use this notation to describe the various algorithms, oracles and protocols we

design. Using it, we are also able to succinctly demonstrate which sections of the

protocols an adversary is able to interact with and control.

Algorithms and oracles. Let B be an (possibly probabilistic) algorithm. The

notation y ← B(x) denotes running B with input x, and with the output as the

variable y. The notation y ← BC(·)(x) indicates that B can also make repeated

queries to an oracle implementing algorithm C, provide all inputs to C, and receive

the output. Sometimes we want to denote that the adversary can provide some oracle

inputs while other oracle inputs are pre-programmed: for example, the notationBC(·,z)

for an algorithm C with two inputs indicates that B gets to provide the first input

to C, while the second input to C will be pre-programmed to z.
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Protocols. Throughout the paper, we have protocols and ceremonies. A protocol

P for a fixed number of n parties will consist of n probabilistic algorithms P1, . . . ,

Pn, one for each party. Each of these algorithms Pi takes two inputs – an incoming

message, and a state – and produces two outputs – an outgoing message, and an

updated state: Pi(in, st)→ (out, st′).

Every party is initialized with a local input, which is treated as its first incoming

message, and has an empty state to begin with. Then the parties are able to interact.

At some point each party terminates and outputs a local output message.

Honest execution of a protocol. Every protocol is accompanied by an interaction

pattern for an honest execution of the protocol. To illustrate, a particular protocol’s

intended interaction pattern may be that the client runs, then the client’s output

message is given as the input message to the server, then the server’s output message

is given as the input message to the client, and so on. The honest interaction pattern

for an n party protocol with m messages is a vector ~p ∈ Zm+1
n ; the ~pi is the index of

the party that receives the (i− 1)th message and sends the ith message.

We use the notation 〈y1, . . . , yn〉 ← P 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 to denote giving each party i

local input xi, then running the honest interaction pattern, with party i receiving

local output yi. Specifically, 〈y1, . . . , yn〉 ← P 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 is short-hand for:

1: for i from 1 to n do

2: (⊥, sti)← Pi(xi,⊥) . Initialize party i with their local input

3: end for

4: m0 ← ⊥

5: for i from 1 to m+ 1 do

6: (mi, st~pi)← P~pi(mi−1, st~pi) . Pass message mi−1 to the next party ~pi
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7: end for

8: for i from 1 to n do

9: yi ← Pi(⊥, sti) . Party i generates its local output

10: end for

For example, if P is a 2-party protocol with 3 message flows in which the first

party is the initiator (and thus has honest interaction pattern ~p = (1, 2, 1, 2), the

notation 〈y1, y2〉 ← P 〈x1, x2〉 is short-hand for:

1: (⊥, st1)← P1(x1,⊥) . Initialize party 1 with their local input

2: (⊥, st2)← P2(x2,⊥) . Initialize party 2 with their local input

3: (m1, st1)← P1(⊥, st1) . Generate the initiator’s first outgoing message

4: (m2, st2)← P2(m1, st2) . Pass message to responder

5: (m3, st1)← P1(m2, st1) . Pass message to initiator

6: (⊥, st2)← P2(m3, st2) . Pass message to responder

7: y1 ← P1(⊥, st1) . Party 1 generates its local output

8: y2 ← P2(⊥, st2) . Party 2 generates its local output

Adversary participation in a protocol. In some cases, an adversary is allowed to

interact with parties in the context of executing a protocol. The adversary is a network

participant, but does not fully control the network. If the honest interaction pattern

of the protocol would have two non-adversary-controlled parties interact directly at

some point during the protocol, that remains the case: the adversary does not get to

see the messages of that interaction, nor control their delivery. As well, the adversary

does get to send messages to non-adversary-controlled parties.

The notation 〈y1, . . . , yn〉 ← P (A)〈x1, . . . , xn〉 denotes an execution of protocol

P with the adversary algorithm A participating in the interaction. Here, xi can be
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specified value (or tuple of values), the symbol ·, a tuple containing specified values

or symbols ·, or the symbol ∗. The symbol · denotes that the adversary A gets to

provide a value in that location for the local input of the party. The symbol ∗ denotes

that the adversary acts that party in the protocol, sending and receiving all messages

for that party. We consider A to be a stateful algorithm, that is, it has additional

memory stA that is an implicit output of one execution and implicit input to the next

execution.

Specifically, P (A)〈x1, . . . , xn〉 is short-hand for:

1: for i from 1 to n, xi 6= ∗ do

2: Parse xi as a tuple (xi1, . . . , xi`)

3: for j from 1 to ` do . Adversary fills in unspecified (·) arguments

4: if xij = · then

5: xij ← A()

6: end if

7: end for

8: (⊥, sti)← Pi(xi,⊥) . Initialize party i with their local input

9: end for

10: m0 ← ⊥

11: for i from 1 to m+ 1 do

12: if x~pi = ∗ then . If the next party is adversary-controlled

13: mi ← A(mi−1, stA) . Pass message mi−1 to the adversary

14: else

15: (mi, st~pi)← P~pi(mi−1, st~pi) . Pass message mi−1 to next party ~pi

16: end if
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17: end for

18: for i from 1 to n, xi 6= ∗ do

19: yi ← Pi(⊥, sti) . Party i generates its local output

20: end for

The notation z ← AP 〈x1,...,xn〉(y) denotes an algorithm A getting to have repeated,

sequential interaction with parties executing protocol P . In other words, this is the

short-hand form for an adversary algorithm A being run with input y, and being able

to execute P (A)〈x1, . . . , xn〉 whenever it wants; the adversary does not receive local

outputs of non-adversary-controlled parties.
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Chapter 3

System Design

Our solution to the problems outlined in Chapter 1 is called the Attested Drop Pro-

tocol . It can be described as three ceremonies: Setup, Attestation, and Dropping.

The Setup ceremony is the collection of all the necessary actions taken by the entities

prior to the start of the following ceremonies. This is where long term information is

established and retrieved.

The Attestation ceremony generates the credential that will be used by the leaker.

It consists of four sub-ceremonies: Attestment Protocol One, Delivery, Exfiltration

and Attestment Protocol Two. Attestment Protocol One covers the initial commu-

nications used to establish that an attested drop protocol is taking place, and facil-

itates the exchange of information necessary for the ceremony to continue. Delivery

describes how the challenge value is going to be delivered. The Exfiltration sub-

ceremony covers all of the physical steps taken by the leaker to extract and manage

the challenge value it received. Attestment Protocol Two covers the steps taken by

the parties after the challenge is received, and how the credential is finally established

by the leaker.
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The Dropping ceremony details how the credential will be used by the leaker. It

consists of two sub-ceremonies, Drop and Verification. Drop describes how someone

would take the credential generated in the previous steps, combine it with a message

and send this combination to a third party. Verification describes how a third party

will check the validity of the attestor’s signature on the credential.

3.1 Design Goals

To address the problems from Chapter 1, we need to develop a way to provide

anonymous authentication without relying on a PKI. Referring to the motivating

scenario outlined in Chapter 1.1, we aim to build a system that protects the whistle-

blower, without revealing their identity and opening them up to reprisal. To achieve

anonymity of the whistleblower, the system should have a means to create anonymous

communication channels as well as recognize and plan for known re-identification at-

tacks. To allow for the public to trust the authenticity of a credential, the system

should aim to prevent the creation of forged signatures.

Instead of a PKI, we can use pre-existing identities that are tied to a commu-

nication medium, such as email. This medium must allow us to send un-solicited

messages, which can then be used as challenges. Proof of reception can then be used

as a means of validating a digital credential generated by the sending party.

As this system is being proposed for the purpose of the high-risk activity of secret

leaking, it is imperative to consider all potential identifying elements in the protocol.

These might exist outside of the scope of electronic communications, and instead

are part of the human actions taken. Thus any attempt to realize this design must

explicitly investigate the actions taken by the human elements of the protocol.
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3.2 Entities

Figure 3.1: Entities of an Attested Drop Protocol

In this figure, red solid lines imply in-band communications, blue dashed lines imply

out-of-band communications, and green dotted lines imply that the communication

takes place outside of the system

To be able to design a system that achieves these goals, we must first identify and

name the various parties that will be a part of it. Figure 3.1 shows the entities and

their relations in the system. Each number corresponds to a different sub-ceremony,

while the associated arrows describe the direction of the communication in that sub-

ceremony.
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3.2.1 Source

The source acts as a central party to the overall system, and is the one who sends

documents. In the motivating example, this would be the whistleblower. He is the one

whose identity the system must seek to protect, as he is the one risking repercussions

by using the system. The source is represented by a human node in the ceremonies.

This way, we can capture how the system could fail because of human error.

The source is assumed to have two devices, source inside and source outside.

The source inside is the source’s device within the domain of the organization. It is

consider to be monitored by the adversary, so computations related to the protocol

should not be done using this device. Source outside is the source’s personal device

that exists outside of the control of the adversary. This is where the source will send

information from, and where they will carry out the computations and cryptographic

operations necessary to complete the protocol.

3.2.2 Skeptic

The skeptic is the eventual recipient for the leaked documents, and the party for

whom the generated credential must convince of its legitimacy. In the motivating

example, they are the general public that the whistleblower is planning to show the

documents to. In other scenarios they could potentially be another journalist for a

news agency, a federal prosecutor, or other members of the organization.

3.2.3 Other Group Members

The other group members are the members of the organization who were selected

by the source to form the anonymity set of potential leakers for the credential. In the
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motivating example, these would be other members of the government organization

that would also have access to the financial documents. The other group members

each have a public identity tied to the organization, and this identity must itself be

tied to the chosen communication medium. The other group members do not have

to be aware that the system exists to participate, as they do not have to send any

messages only receive them.

3.2.4 Attestor

The attestor is an organization that attests that a particular credential belongs

to a identity associated with an organization. In the motivating example, they are

represented by the reporter from the news organization. In the attested drop protocol

the attestor is represented by a computer node, whose purpose is to receive and send

messages associated with the system. The attestor is required to have a long-term

public key, to allow it to generate publicly verifiable credentials associated with that

key.

3.2.5 Delivery Medium

Public messages between parties are sent via a communication mechanism, which will

be referred to as the delivery medium. In the motivating example, this would be

email. Other potential delivery mediums could be instant messaging, phone calls or

text messages.

The delivery medium will have publicly known identities associated with it, such

that any party would be able to contact any other using the medium. We will assume

that all of the identities associated with each of the parties will already exist prior to
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the start of the attested drop protocol.

3.2.6 Delivery Medium Controller

The DMC, or delivery medium controller, is the entity that has control over the

delivery medium before it reaches the source inside and the other group members.

It is considered to be part of the organization from which the leak is occurring. In

the motivating example, this would be the email server controlled by the government

organization.

The DMC can be viewed as the computer node that distributes the communica-

tions to the various group members, like an email server. The DMC must also be

willing to facilitate unprompted communications from outside sources, otherwise the

attestor will not be able to send the group messages.

3.3 Ceremonies

A ceremony for a attested drop protocol AD is associated with the following parame-

ters: the number of potential sources n and the namespace consisting of the identities

of all possible sources AC. The group of identities selected as potential sources is

represented by G = {g1 . . . gn}. The actual source is represented by i, whose identity

is gi ∈ G . It consists of three nodes: source inside, the source’s computer inside

the organization, source outside, the source’s computer outside of the organization

and source which represents the human element of the source’s behaviour.

The attestor shall be represented by a computer node attestor, as it should be a

server and requires no human elements. It is sometimes referred to as the attestation
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server because of this. The messages sent by the attestor are represented by the

message list M = {m1, . . .mn}, where the message directed to the source is mi.

The DMC will be represented by a computer node DMC, and the skeptic shall be

represented by the computer node skeptic.

3.3.1 Setup

The Setup (SETUP ) ceremony is executed by the attestor and the source outside

to initialize the parameters they will use during the ceremonies that follow. It is

described by Table 3.1. The attestor must generate the public-private key pair

pkATT , skATT to allow for the creation of the credential in AP1. The source outside

needs to retrieve the attestor’s public key to start communicating with the attestor

in AP1, if the anonymous communication mechanism the system is using requires it.

The exact mechanism for key retrieval is not specified. These computations can occur

once, and can be used by many instantiations of the ATTi and DPG ceremonies if

required.

SETUP Input Output

Source Outside ⊥ stSO, pkAS,

Attestor ⊥ pkAS, skAS, stAS

Table 3.1: Formal Definition of SETUP

3.3.2 Attestation

The Attestation (ATTi) ceremony creates the public verifiable credential that the

source can provide with the leaked documents to demonstrate authenticity. The
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overall flow of the ceremony can be seen in Figure 3.2. The first sub-ceremony AP1

represents the initial communications and commitments of the attestor and the source.

The DLV and EXF sub-ceremonies describe how the challenge value is sent to and

recovered by the source. Finally the AP2 sub-ceremony covers the actions taken by

the source after the challenge is recovered so it can complete the credential.

Source Outside Computer Source
Source Inside Computer
gi

Other Group Members
g1, . . . gn

DMC
Attestation
Server

G, · · ·
· · ·

m1m
′
1

mnm
′
n

mim
′
i

m
′
i∗

m
′
i∗

· · ·

· · ·

...
...

G← {g1, . . . gi, . . . gn}

(pkAttest, skAttest)← Gen(·)

...

...

...

...

...

pcred

SETUP

AP1

DLV

EXF

AP2

Figure 3.2: Attestment Ceremony Sequence Diagram

3.3.2.1 Attestment Protocol One

Sub-ceremony Attestment Protocol One or AP1 is the initiation phase of the cere-

mony ATTi. It is described by Table 3.2. This contains a message from the source

outside to the attestor that must contain a list of potential group members and their

communication-medium associated identities. The group list G is selected by the

source as input to the ceremony. This message may contain additional information

depending on the requirements of the construction.

As the initial communication is completely anonymous, the attestor must decide
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if the initial message is credible enough for it to continue with the execution of

the ceremony. Otherwise, the attestor could waste its resources creating non-useful

credentials. This decision is hard to model, and may require a human component to

make proper decisions. In the motivating example, the news reporter could establish

out-of-band contact with the source before it decides to generate the credential. Thus

we assume that all initial commitments the attestor receives are non-trivial.

The attestor then generates the credential pcred. It will also use this credential

to generate the messages for DLV , which form the set M . It is possible that the

messages consist of the credential, or part of it, signed under a public signing key

owned by the attestor.

An instantiation of this ceremony may also include a further communications between

the source outside and attestor. Additional information may be required by the

attestor from the source outside after the initial commit to generate the credential.

The attestor may also send some commitment to the source outside, so the source

will have some check against the challenge value it receives.

All communications between entities in this ceremony are considered to be occurring

over a secure anonymous channel.

AP1 Input Output

Source Outside stSO, G, pkATT stSO

Attestor stAS stAS,M,G, pcred

Table 3.2: Formal Definition of AP1
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3.3.2.2 Delivery

Sub-ceremony Delivery or DLV concerns the sending of the challenge from the at-

testor to the source inside. It is described by Table 3.3. Using the list of identities

G provided to it in AP1 as well as the generated messages M , the attestor will send

these messages m
′
1 . . .m

′
n via the designated communication medium. These are a

part of a one-way unsolicited communication, where the receiver is not required to

anticipate the message.

The messages will be sent via the DMC, who is in control of the communications into

the organization. In practice there may need to be some means of obfuscating the

messages so that the DMC is not able to filter the communications and prevent the

ceremony from continuing. The DMC could potentially modify the messages in an

unpredictable way, but provided the obfuscation is sufficient, the DMC should have

no reason to do this. It should be noted that the obfuscation is not considered when

ensuring the integrity of the messages, it is just an additional tool used to allow for

a practical realization of the protocol.

The source inside and the other group members are the intended recipients of the

messages. Presumably unaware that the ceremony is taking place, the other group

members should not be able to do anything with the messages they receive. To a

non-source group member, these message might appear as a spam message [CL98].

The source inside should recognize the message it receives and prepare for the next

sub-ceremony EXF .
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DLV Input Output

Attestor M, stAS stAS

DMC ⊥ M

Source Inside ⊥ m
′
i

Other Group Members ⊥ m
′
1 . . .m

′
n

Table 3.3: Formal Definition of DLV

3.3.2.3 Exfiltration

Sub-ceremony Exfiltration or EXF describes how the source moves the challenge

value from the message it received → m
′
i in DLV to its device outside of the

organization. It is described by Table 3.4. This ceremony is difficult to model

mathematically, as it is completely reliant on human actions. This ceremony still

has value, as it can capture the risks and challenges of the human actions.

EXF Input Output

Source Inside m
′
i ⊥

Source ⊥ ⊥

Source Outside ⊥ m
′
i

Table 3.4: Formal Definition of EXF

3.3.2.4 Attestment Protocol Two

Sub-ceremony Attestment Protocol Two or AP2 describes how the source outside

will complete the recovery of the credential pcred from the challenge message. It is
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described by Table 3.5. This action may be as simple as de-obfuscating the message

or it may involve further communications with the attestor. This ceremony may

also contain a step where the source outside checks the challenge against some prior

information, like a commitment from the attestor. This helps the source to ensure

the value it received was not tampered with.

AP2 Input Output

Source Outside stSO,m
′
i pcred

Attestor stAS ⊥

Table 3.5: Formal Definition of AP2

3.3.3 Dropping

The Dropping or DPG ceremony represents how the source will use the publicly

verifiable anonymous credential. The overall flow of the ceremony can be seen in

Figure 3.3. This ceremony is named as such because it mimics the idea of a dead-drop,

where the source provides a document to a skeptic through a one-way anonymous

channel. The skeptic then has no further contact with the source, and has to rely on

what was provided in the initial message to authenticate what it received.

The first sub-ceremony DP represents how the source outside authenticates and

sends the document and credential to the skeptic. Then, the skeptic can use V ER

to check the credential against the attestor’s public value.
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Source Outside Computer
Attestation
Server

Skeptic

pcred∗, doc∗

Request pk

pkAS

pcred, doc

pcred∗, doc∗ ← · · ·

V rfypcred∗(doc∗, · · · ) ?
= 1

...

...

V rfypkAS
(pcred∗, · · · ) ?

= 1

DP

V ER

Figure 3.3: Dropping Ceremony Sequence Diagram

3.3.3.1 Drop

Sub-ceremony Drop or DP describes how the source outside uses the credential pcred

generated by ATTi. It is described by Table 3.6. They will need some document

or message they intend to give to the skeptic called doc, and this from outside of

the system. The source outside will then send the document-credential pair to the

skeptic over an anonymous channel. The skeptic may be notified that a message

is coming to it from the channel in advance, but this would be done outside of the

ceremony. In practice, this may be implemented as a public website or bulletin board

that skeptics may access at will.

DP Input Output

Source Outside (stSO, skpcred, pcred, doc) ⊥

Skeptic ⊥ (pcred∗, doc∗, sig∗)
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Table 3.6: Formal Definition of DP

3.3.3.2 Verification

Sub-ceremony Verification or V ER describes how the skeptic will check the validity

of the credential pcred∗ it received in DP with the attestor. It is described by

Table 3.7. This will involve acquiring the attestor’s public key, as well as any other

additional information that may be required in an construction.

V ER Input Output

Skeptic (pcred∗, doc∗) 1

Attestor stAS ⊥

Table 3.7: Formal Definition of V ER
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Chapter 4

Threat Model

In this section, we describe a trust model for the attested drop protocol. First we

discuss the assumptions placed on the various entities in the system, based on which

parties are honest in a given scenario. Then we state a threat model, formalizing the

goals of the system by stating security experiments that any construction could be

judged against.

4.1 Trust Model

It is important that before describing threats to a construction, that one be aware of

the assumptions placed on the parties. If these assumptions are not clearly stated, a

system may be used inappropriately. This results in flaws that could be exploited by

an adversary. A detailed trust model will also help with the development of a threat

model, as it can be used to emphasize potential weaknesses of the system.

We present this trust model from the perspective of two parties: an honest source

and an honest skeptic. Depending on who we are trying to get to trust our system
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determines what assumptions we need to place on the other entities. By doing so, we

can clearly state what is different in both scenarios.

4.1.1 Source

With an honest source, we assume that the attestor is malicious and trying to learn

the identity of the source. A malicious attestor will still try to complete the protocol,

but may deviate from their expected behaviours in an attempt to gain information.

This may mean that the attestor sends challenge messages that do not correspond to

the value associated with the credential.

We also assume that the DMC is malicious in this scenario, but they are not actively

filtering out the messages sent from the attestor to the group. They may be doing

this because they want to gain information about the identity of the source, and are

not concerned with the potential outcomes of a leak.

We also make no assumptions about collusion between parties. If the DMC was

in collusion with the attestor, it would not be able to learn anything new that the

attestor would not already know.

4.1.2 Skeptic

With an honest skeptic, we assume that the source is acting in good faith and is

capable of selecting groups and documents that will not allow an adversary to im-

mediately re-identify them. The system does not make any claims or assumptions

about the legitimacy of the documents sent by the source, only that possessing a valid

credential will allow the skeptic to verify that these documents came from an identity

associated with the organization. It is possible that the source includes some other
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evidence as part of the document but that is outside of the scope of the system.

Here we assume that the attestor is honest, and is using the specified hardware and

that they have installed all necessary software correctly. Errors in set-up by the

attestor can lead to the introduction of side-channel attacks into the system that

have not been addressed [Law09]. It is the responsibility of the attestor to make sure

their system is well-maintained and regularly updated.

We do assume that the DMC is malicious and is adversarial controlled, but the skeptic

does not directly interact with them, so their ability to influence the skeptic is limited.

4.2 Threat Model

Potential threats to users of the system can be broken down into two categories:

attacks against the anonymity of the source and attacks against the authenticity of

the documents. An attack against the anonymity of the source will seek to re-identify

the source after the leak has occurred. An attack against the authenticity of the

credential will try to either replicate an existing credential or create a new credential

to provide a false sense of authority to the documents.

In this section, we outline the potential attacks against these properties and then

provide security experiments to allow an implementer to be able to demonstrate that

their construction achieves these goals. A discussion of potential user errors follows

each subsection.
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4.2.1 Threats Against Privacy (Source Privacy)

An adversary may have the goal of identifying which member of the group is respon-

sible for carrying out the leak. They could have many motivations for wanting to do

this, the most concerning of which is retribution. We consider an active adversary for

the experiments, who is able to change their expected behaviour in an effort to learn

additional information during the execution of protocol.

4.2.1.1 Potential Attacks

A potential way to attack the privacy of the source would be to intercept and monitor

the communications between the source and the attestor in the AP1 and the AP2

ceremonies.

A global passive adversary would be able to determine who sent the initial communi-

cations based on network information [DMS04]. While it is difficult to completely

protect against such an adversary, there are anonymous communication systems

[DMS04, PHE+17, VDHLZZ15] that any construction of the attested drop proto-

col should make use of to help prevent monitoring.

If the adversary has control over the messages that are sent by the attestor in DLV ,

then they could carry out a splitting attack on the messages in an attempt to re-

identify the source. A splitting attack involves sending different messages to subsets of

the group in an attempt to learn information when the source completes the protocol.

An adversary could send each group member a message that results in a unique

credential, such that the source’s identity is revealed to the adversary when they use

the credential. If uniqueness is unachievable, the adversary could split the group by

sending the same message to only some of the group members, while others receive a
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different message. The adversary has to balance how to split the group, where more

subsets means more information when a leak occurs while fewer subsets means more

information when the leak does not occur.

4.2.1.2 Source Privacy Experiment

The goal of the Source Privacy Experiment is to show that an adversary is un-

able to re-identify the source given all of the information it will receive during the

ceremonies. The adversary in this experiment is assumed to control both the DMC

and the attestor. After the creation of a credential by the source, the adversary must

guess which group member is the source. The adversary is allowed to force the leak

of documents under that credential, as well as generate other credentials and leak

documents under those. A success in this experiment is defined as the guess being

correct.

Expprivacy
AD,n (A)

1: hdl← 0

2: (pkAS, stAS)← SETUP

3: G← AATT∗〈∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,stAS〉,DP 〈∗,stAS ,∗〉(n)

4: i
$← G

5: 〈(sk0, pcred0),⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉 ← ATTi(A)〈G,⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉

6: i∗ ← Aθ1,ATT∗〈∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,stAS〉,DPG〈∗,stAS ,∗〉(n)

7: return 1 if i∗ = i, else return 0

Figure 4.1: Source Privacy Experiment

We define an oracle that will be used by the experiments, called θ1 and defined in
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figure 4.2. θ1 is an oracle associated with the DPG ceremony. It takes a handle value

associated with a public credential i and a message m and generates a signature under

that credential on m called σ.

The source privacy experiment only queries oracle θ1 with i = 0, as there should only

be one real credential generated. If we allowed unlimited credentials to be issued to the

target party, the adversary would be able to use a splitting attack, combined with a

binary search to re-identify the source. θ1 is allowed to accept queries associated with

additional handles, as future experiments will be able to make use of this capability.

θ1(i,m)

1: 〈⊥, stAS, (pcred, doc, σ,G)〉 ← DPG〈(ski,m), stAS, (pkAS)〉

2: return σ

Figure 4.2: Handle Associated DPG Oracle

In an ideal construction, the adversary would have only a 1
n

chance of being able to

re-identify the source. This is the best achievable by the protocol as the adversary

will be aware that the source is one of the group members, and is thus able to guess

in a uniformly random way at the identity regardless of construction. Thus we are

concerned with what gains the adversary can make over this.

Advprivacy
AD,n (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr
[
Expprivacy

AD,n = 1
]
− 1

n

∣∣∣∣
4.2.1.3 User Error

There exists a significant risk of re-identification by the source if the source does

not follow the proper procedures for creating anonymous channels outlined by an
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construction. It is possible that how and where the source uses the software re-

identifies them to a global adversary [WWY+12].

The selection of G by the source is done outside of the scope of ATTi, but if done

incorrectly it could risk providing the adversary with identifying information. If the

group chosen is not appropriate, where some if not all of the other group members

are not realistic potential sources, then the adversary will be able to reduce the size

of group when they carry out re-identification attacks. The source should look for

other plausible potential leakers, who have similar privileges and accesses. The group

should be selected to be as large as possible, as the relative level of privacy is derived

from the size of the group.

The source should also be aware of what information about their identity leaks when

they select the document for the protocol. If there is any identifying information

attached to the document, or if the source is the only proposed group member who

would have access to it, then the source should select another document to leak.

It is possible that the source unknowingly reveals their identity to the adversary when

carrying out the EXF sub-ceremony. This sub-ceremony is described as part of the

ATTi ceremony, but it is not used in any of the described security experiments. It

is entirely possible that a source could follow the prescribed guidelines for a attested

drop protocol, but still re-identify themselves if they fail to extract the challenge

discretely.

That is also why it is important for a designer of a attested drop protocol to be aware

of the size and value of the challenge they are proposing. If the challenge value is

too large to successfully extract in the given scenario, then that construction may

not be useful. If an adversary is monitoring via software how long a message is open,
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then the challenge value needs to be able to be memorized quickly by the source.

Another adversary may be monitoring the work stations of all users with cameras, so

the challenge will need to be able to be concealed in an otherwise standard message.

4.2.2 Threats Against Security (Unforgeability)

An adversary may intend to impersonate someone in the organization or send falsely

authenticated documents. The adversary may also send false or conflicting documents

under a previously generated credential. The credentials created by this system must

then be difficult to create externally, while also having a means of linking the creden-

tial to the group member who created it initially.

4.2.2.1 Potential Attacks

Outside of stealing the credential directly from the source, an adversary may try

to forge a credential to authenticate their own documents. As an outsider to the

organization, the adversary would not have access to an identity that could be a

valid group member. They could however pose as the source during the anonymous

communication phases, and attempt to complete the credential without having access

to the challenge sent by the attestor.

An adversary with an identity associated with organization could run the protocol

on its own and generate a valid credential. This is not an attack, but a potential

misuse of the system. An insider adversary could however try to make use of an

existing credential generated by another organization member who has already leaked

a document. They would have to forge the final signature on a leaked document

without having knowledge of secret information held by the attestor and the source.
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An outsider could also attempt this attack, but they would have less information as

they would not be able to see the communications from the DMC to the group.

4.2.2.2 Experiments

The goal of the insider unforgeability experiment is to model when an insider to the

organization other than the source is able to reuse a credential. This insider may be

another group member or the DMC itself. The goal of the adversary is to create a

document doc∗ that along with a signature σ∗, validates in V ER but have never been

used together to leak a document through legitimate means.

Expinforge
AD,n (A)

1: hdl← 0

2: (pkAS, stAS)← SETUP

3: (G, i)← A(n)

4: Aθ1,θ2,ATT∗〈∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,stAS〉,DPG〈∗,stAS ,∗〉(n)

5: j ← hdl

〈(skj, pcredj),⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗, stAS〉 ← ATT∗(A)〈∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, stAS〉

hdl += 1

6: Aθ1,θ2,ATT∗〈∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,stAS〉,DPG〈∗,stAS ,∗〉(n)

7: 〈∗, stAS, (pcred∗, doc∗, sig∗, G∗)〉 ← DPG(A)〈∗, stAS, pkAS〉

8: return 1 if For j, the hdl of the challenge credential : pcred∗ = pcredj ∧

(j, doc∗) not queried to θ2, else return 0

Figure 4.3: The Insider Unforgeability Experiment

This experiment uses an oracle θ2 to generate credentials from the challenge group
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and source. With this oracle, we can prevent an adversary from trivially winning the

experiment by providing the challenge group and source to the ATTi oracle it already

has access to. This oracle is described in figure 4.4.

θ2()

1: 〈(skhdl, pcredhdl),⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉 ← ATTi(A)〈G,⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉

2: hdl += 1

3: return pcredhdl, hdl

Figure 4.4: Fixed Group ATTi Oracle

Expinforge
AD,n starts by initializing hdl and the other initial parameters including the state

of the attestor. The adversary selects a group G and the source. It can then run

ATT∗, DPG, θ1 and θ2, where all queries involving group G and source i will be

run through the oracles. The challenge credential pcredj is then generated, with the

associated handle value j. The adversary can then make unlimited queries until it

is required to return pcred∗, its forged credential that validates under the attestor’s

public key.

The adversary wins Expinforge
AD,n if it can generate a signature on a document that vali-

dates under pcredj but was not queried to θ1.

The potential advantage gained by the adversary during this experiment should be

negligible. In an ideal world, an adversary would not be able decrypt the message in

polynomial time.

Advinforge
AD,n (A) = Pr

[
Expinforge

AD,n = 1
]
≤ negl(λ)

Threats to the authenticity of the credential are not just limited to organizational
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insiders. Even if an adversary does not have access to the communications sent

across the DMC, they could still try to forge a document and signature. Thus the

goal of the outsider unforgeability experiment is to demonstrate that an outsider to

the organization is not able reuse an existing credential to create new signatures or

generate valid signatures for documents without having completed the attested drop

protocol.

The outsider unforgability experiment is defined by Figure 4.5. We allow the adver-

sary access to an ATTi oracle, as well as a DPG oracle. These allow an adversary to

generate credentials, and leak documents signed under those credentials for an arbi-

trary group. We also allow the adversary access to oracles for just the AP1 and AP2

ceremonies. These allow the adversary to simulate scenario where they can execute

the phases in the ATTi ceremony without having access to the communications in

the DLV and EXF sub-ceremonies. In these scenarios, the adversary can try to use

the information they gain from these sub-ceremonies.

Expoutforge
AD,n (A)

1: hdl← 0

2: (pkAS, stAS)← SETUP

3: Aθ2,θ3,ATT∗〈∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,stAS〉,DPG〈∗,stAS ,∗〉,AP1〈∗,(stAS ,skAS)〉,AP2〈∗,stAS〉(n)

4: 〈∗, stAS, (pcred∗, doc∗, sig∗, G∗)〉 ← DPG(A)〈∗, stAS, pkAS〉

5: return 1 if [[pcred∗ 6= ⊥] ∧ [∀i ≤ hdl : pcred∗ 6= pcredi] ∧G∗ not queried to ATT∗()]

∨ [∃i : pcred∗ = pcredi∧(i, doc∗) not queried to θ2],

else return 0

Figure 4.5: The Outsider Unforgeability Experiment
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The outsider unforgeability experiment makes use of the θ2 oracle, as defined in

Figure 4.4, but the θ3 oracle defined in Figure 4.6 as well. θ3 is an oracle for the ATTi

ceremony. Here the adversary is able to provide the group and potential source to

the oracle, in contrast to θ1.

θ3(G, i)

1: 〈(skhdl, pcredhdl),⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉 ← ATTi(A)〈G,⊥,⊥,⊥, ∗, ∗〉

2: hdl += 1

3: return pcredhdl, hdl

Figure 4.6: Chosen Group ATTi Oracle

As with Insider Unforgeability, the potential advantage gained by the adversary dur-

ing this experiment should be negligible in respect to the parameter n.

Advoutforge
AD,n (A) = Pr

[
Expoutforge

AD,n = 1
]
≤ negl(λ)

4.2.2.3 User Error

The source should also have a secure way of storing the secret aspects of the credential

on the device they are planing to use to leak documents from. The source should also

avoid sharing their secret keys with other parties.

4.3 What This Does Not Protect Against

The design outlined in Chapter 3 aims to allow its constructions to meet these security

and privacy goals, but there are potential threats to source privacy and unforgeability

that this protocol does not natively protect against.
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4.3.1 Source Impersonation By Attestor

Given that the source’s identity is anonymous from all other entities, and that the

authentication of the credential comes from the attestment provided by the attestor,

it is possible that a malicious attestor impersonates a source and just claims to have

run the protocol.

While the design is unable to prevent this type of attack, there exists means to

mitigate the threat. If desired, the source can execute the protocol with another

attestor using the same signing credential. An skeptic would then understand that

both attestors would need to be colluding in order to generate a false leak. This

process could be bootstrapped to many attestors, if the skeptic require it.

4.3.2 False Documents

The authentication provided by the attestor for the credential does not cover the

content of the documents themselves. This means that a source could run the at-

tested drop protocol to generate a credential and then use it in conjunction with fake

documents to try to convince a skeptic of a falsehood. We leave it to the skeptic’s

judgement to determine the validity of the contents.
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Chapter 5

Construction One

This construction is designed to meet the goals previous defined in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4, while only using standard cryptographic primitives. It was also designed

with the aim of having as few messages between parties as possible, although this

property was not proven. Other notions of performance and usability were not ex-

plicitly considered in this design.

In the design of an attested drop protocol construction, selecting the type of credential

used is of great importance. It determines what the messages sent in the DLV

ceremony will contain.

A standard primitive that meets the cryptographic goals of a credential would be a

public key associated with a digital signature scheme, as demonstrating that one could

sign under that key would be a sufficient means of proving ownership. However, this

credential would not contain any information regarding the group used to generate it.

Without any group information, there is nothing tying the public key to the executing

of the attested drop protocol. Thus any adversary could generate their own public-

private key pair and claim that it came from the protocol. If the protocol instead
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uses a certificate containing the public key and the group as the credential then this

problem can be avoided.

When instantiating an attested drop protocol, the designer must also consider how

many additional messages must be sent between the source and the attestor. To

allow the source a means to validate the challenge they received from the DMC,

an additional message will be sent from the attestor to the source in AP1. In this

construction, the message will contain the hashed value of the challenge, which is the

contents of the message the attestor sends across the public channel.

We must also consider how to protect the messages that are sent across public chan-

nels from eavesdropping. To obfuscate the challenges in the DLV sub-ceremony, a

steganographic approach is taken for this construction. It is up to the attestor to

generate the shared secret value for the symmetric steganography that will be used,

and they must share it with the source. This value will be generated using a known

steganographic algorithm.

5.1 Specification

When an implementation of a construction is designed, the digital signature scheme

to be used as well as the specific steganographic scheme and hash algorithm are

specified.

5.1.1 SETUP

In the SETUP ceremony, the Attestor will generate a public-private signing key pair

using (pkAS, skAS) ← Gen. The source will acquire the public certificate, containing
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pkAS, through an out of band channel. This channel is not captured by the ceremony,

and will not be included in the analysis, as it should not introduce any additional

risks to the system. The source will also select the other group members and form

the group of potential leakers G, using an arbitrary means to do so.

5.1.2 ATTi

Source Outside Computer Source
Source Inside Computer
gi

Other Group Members
g1, . . . gn

DMC
Attestation
Server

G, pkSOSign, kSte

H(pcred|r), r

m1m
′
1

mnm
′
n

mim
′
i

m
′
i

m
′
i

...
...

G← {g1, . . . gi, . . . gn}

(pkAS , skAS)← Gen(·)

kSte ← SKSte(·)

pkSOSign, skSOSign ← GenSign()

σpcred ← SignskAS
(pkSOSign|G)

pcred← (pkSOSign|G|σpcred)
r

$← {0, 1}λ

M ← SE(kSte, (pcred|r),O)
m1 ←M, · · · ,mn ←M

pcred∗, r∗ ← SD(kSte,m
′
i)

H(pcred|r) ?
= H(pcred∗|r∗)

SETUP

AP1

DLV

EXF

AP2

Figure 5.1: Attestment Ceremony Sequence Diagram for Construction One

The Attestation ceremony is specified by four sub-ceremonies: Attestment Proto-

col One, Delivery, Exfiltration and Attestment Protocol Two. Figure 5.1 shows a

sequence diagram describing the various messages sent between the entities in this

construction.
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5.1.2.1 AP1

The source outside will generate a signing key pair (pkSOSign, skSOSign) using the

digital signature scheme’s key generation algorithm Gen. They will also generate the

shared secret value kSte for the steganographic algorithm using its key generation

algorithm SKSteg(). The source will open an anonymous communication channel with

the attestor and send to them their public signing key pkSOSign, the steganographic

secret value kSte and the list of group members and their associated identities G which

they have received as input.

Upon receiving this communication, the attestor will concatenate pkSOSign and G with

any additional relevant information to form a certificate. This will be signed using the

signing algorithm of the digital signature scheme Sign to create the signature σpcred.

This signature is then combined with pkSOSign and G to create the certificate pcred.

A random nonce r is then generated. The attestor will then apply the designated

steganographic algorithm to the concatenation of the credential and nonce, so it

can generate the message set M . Depending on the steganographic algorithm, these

messages may be identical or they may be unique for each user. The attestor may

also apply further modifications to make each message m1 . . .mn unique, if required.

Finally the attestor applies the previously designated cryptographic hash algorithm

H to pcred to create H(pcred). The hashed value is sent over the anonymous commu-

nication channel to the source outside, so this must be done while the channel is still

open.
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5.1.2.2 DLV

The attestor will now send the messages m1, . . . ,mn to each of the identities for

the group members g1, . . . gn ∈ G through the communication medium. The DMC

will receive the messages, and perform any modifications it intends to do, creating

m′1, . . . ,m
′
n. This modifications should not change the content of the messages. It

will then forward the messages to the correct addresses.

DLV should only be executed once, to prevent an adversarial attestor from carrying

out splitting attacks in an attempt to re-identify the source. Since it is possible that

the first message could be dropped for reasons outside of the protocol, an honest

attestor may want to resend the challenges to ensure they are received.

5.1.2.3 EXF

Now that the source inside has received the message m′i, it must extract this value

to the device source outside. Exactly how the source does this is not specified, but

it is important that they do so in such a way that prevents identifying themselves as

the source. For example, if m′i was a binary file, they could save the file to a external

memory device and remove that device from the organization.

5.1.2.4 AP2

Now that the source outside has obtained the value of m′i, the source can use kSte and

the designated extraction procedure SD(kSte,m
′
i) to recover the credential pcred∗ and

the nonce r∗. To verify that this message has not been tampered with, the source can

apply the cryptographic hash algorithm to pcred∗ concatenated with r∗ and compare

it to the value it had received in AP1, H(pcred|r).
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5.1.3 DPG

Source Outside Computer
Attestation
Server

Skeptic

pcred, doc, σdoc

Request pkAS

pkAS

pcred, doc, skSOSign

σdoc ← SignskSOSign
(doc)

V rfypkSOSign
(doc, σdoc)

?
= 1

V rfypkAS
((pkSOSign|G), σpcred) ?

= 1

DP

V ER

Figure 5.2: Dropping Ceremony Sequence Diagram for Construction One

The Dropping ceremony is specified by two sub-ceremonies: Drop and Verification.

Figure 5.2 shows a sequence diagram describing the various messages sent between

the entities in this construction.

5.1.3.1 DP

The source outside will take as input the public credential pcred which was gener-

ated by ATTi, doc the document to be leaked, and skSOSign the secret signing key

associated with pcred. The source should already have pcred and skSOSign for ATTi.

The source outside will now sign the document using the digital signature algorithm

SignskSOSign
(m) associated with skSOSign to create σdoc.

The source will now open an anonymous communication channel with the skeptic, and

send to them the document doc, the signature on the document σdoc and the credential

pcred. There may have been communications from the source to the skeptic to alert
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them to the incoming message, such as an anonymous email. These are not required

by the system and is out of scope of the protocol.

The skeptic can now verify that the signature on the document matches the public

signing key that is part of pcred, by running the verification algorithm associated

with the designated digital signature scheme Ver. If these values match, the skeptic

will now want to validate the credential itself.

5.1.3.2 V ER

Now in possession of the docsigned and pcred, the skeptic will want to verify pcred. To

do this, they will require the public certificate of the attestor. Thus if the skeptic does

not already have this value, it can directly request this value from the attestor. The

skeptic can then extract the G, pkSOSign and σpcred from pcred. It can then apply the

associated verification algorithm VerpkAS
(pkSOSign|G), σpcred) and see if it is correct.

This can be done multiple times if required.

5.2 Security

In Chapter 4, security properties of Source Privacy and Unforgeability were intro-

duced. With this construction we must show that it meets the goals described using

the techniques of provable security. We first show that this construction achieves

Source Privacy by demonstrating that if the hash function used for creating the

hashed-challenge value is collision-resistant, then the adversary has at best a 2
n

chance

of guessing the source’s identity correctly. We then show that if the digital signature

scheme used to generate signatures in this construction is secure, then the signatures

made by the generated credentials will not be able to be forged by a polynomial-time
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adversary.

5.2.1 Source Privacy

An obvious starting point for an adversary attempting to learn the identity of the

source would be to monitor the communications it sends to the attestor. We assume

that the source outside will use an anonymous communication channel to communi-

cate with the attestor, which will avoid these problems.

The adversary will not be able to learn anything about the identity of the source

during the dropping ceremony, if the source has not deviated from the prescribed

actions until then. This is because all actions taken by the source in DPG can be

done anonymously. As such, the adversary is unable to influence the execution of the

DPG ceremony and they cannot gain information about the source’s identity.

This leaves the delivery sub-ceremony DLV as the only means the adversary has to

interact with the system that could reveal information about the source. As the goal

of the adversary is re-identify the source, they are not incentivised to make all the

messages they send values that could result in source failing to continue the protocol.

If no potential source can complete the protocol, they will not learn any information

when the ceremony is aborted.

A first attack would then be to make unique challenges for each potential source and

wait for the source to leak a document. Then based on which credential is used,

the adversary would learn their identity. To prevent this attack, the system specifies

that the attestor send a hash of the credential to the source as part of AP1. Thus as

long as the hash function used is collision-resistant, the attestor cannot send different

challenges to each group member as they would increase their chances of causing the
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protocol to fail. This is because the source will be able to compare what they have

received against the challenge and if they are different, they can stop the execution

of the protocol.

Theorem 1. If the underlying hash function Π used in the construction is collision-

resistant, then an adversary can re-identify the Source with at most 2
n

chance, where

n is the size of the potential leaking group G. More specifically, for each adversary A

against the source privacy experiment Expprivacy
Imp1,n

, there exists an efficient algorithm B

that uses A as a black-box subroutine such that

Advprivacy
Imp1,n

(A) ≤ n2Advcoll
Π (B) +

2

n

Proof. For this proof, the main idea is that an adversary cannot do better than

randomly guessing the source’s identity if it delivers the same challenge to the different

partitions of users. In AP1 the attestor sends a hashed commitment to the source,

which will be a binding commitment if the hash function used is collision-resistant.

At the time of commitment, the adversary has no information about the potential

identity of the user, since all communication up to this stage happens over assumed-

anonymous channels. Once the commitment has been received, any attempt by the

adversary to deliver distinct messages to different partitions will result in some users

receiving challenges that do not match the commitment, thereby allowing the source

to detect the adversary’s misbehaviour.

The proof is organized through a sequence of games [Sho04]. The first game, G0, is

the original source privacy experiment Expprivacy
Imp1,n

as stated in sub-subsection 4.2.1.2.

The second game G1 is similar to G0 but it does not allow for there to be hash function

collisions. We can say that G1 and G0 are indistinguishable if the hash function is
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collision resistant. Finally, we analyse the adversary’s win probability in the game

G1, and show that no adversary can do better than a guessing strategy which works

with probability at most 2
n
.

Game G0. This game is the same as privacy experiment from 4.2.1.2

Advprivacy
Imp1,n

(A) = Pr
[
Expprivacy

Imp1,n
(A)⇒ 1

]
= Pr[G0 ⇒ 1] (5.2.1)

Let collEvent be the event that, during any execution of the θ1 oracle on line 5 of

Expprivacy
Imp1,n

, the adversary-controlled attestor outputs a set of n messages m1, . . . ,mn

among which there are two distinct messages, called (x, x′), which hash to the same

value.

Game G1. In this game, the experiment aborts immediately if collEvent occurs

during any execution of the θ1 oracle. When this event does not occur, game G0 and

G1 behave identically. By Shoup’s Difference Lemma [Sho04, Lemma 1], we have that

|Pr[G0 ⇒ 1]− Pr[G1 ⇒ 1]| ≤ Pr[collEvent] (5.2.2)

We now show that collEvent is unlikely to happen if the hash function used is collision-

resistant:

Lemma 1. There exists an efficient algorithm B that makes calls to A as a black-box

subroutine and satisfies

|Pr[collEvent]| ≤ n2Advcoll
Π (B)
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where n is the size of the group.

Proof of Lemma 1. Our reduction B is simply game G1 itself, where after the attes-

tation server outputs its n messages, the game checks for any collision, and outputs

it if one is found. In each query there are
(
n
2

)
pairs of messages to consider.

Now we can show that in G1, an adversary cannot do better than splitting the group

in half and guessing within that half.

Lemma 2.

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|collEvent] ≤ 2

n

Proof of Lemma 2. Remember that in this construction of the attested drop protocol

that the attestor will only be able to run DLV once, as stated in sub-subsection

5.1.2.2. This can be reflected in the experiment by restricting the number of queries

to θ1 that the adversary makes to 1.

Assume collEvent does not occur in the execution of game G1.

Let h be the commitment that source outside received during AP1 in the single call

to θ1. Let m′1, . . . ,m
′
n be the n messages output by the adversarial delivery medium

controller.

If there is no message m ∈ {m′1, . . . ,m′n} such that H(m) = h, then no honest source,

including our source, would be expected to complete the protocol, and the adversary

gains no information about the identity of the source.

Otherwise, there is a unique message m∗ ∈ {m′1, . . . ,m′n} such that H(m∗) = h,

although it may be that that same message has been delivered to multiple group

members. (Uniqueness of such a message follows from the assumption that collEvent
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does not occur.) In particular, suppose that m∗ has been delivered to t group mem-

bers, where 1 ≤ t ≤ n.

At the time of delivery, the adversary has no information about the identity of the

source relative to the other group members, so, regardless of the adversary’s be-

haviour, the probability that the source inside received m∗ such that H(m∗) = h is

exactly t
n
.

Suppose the source inside received m∗; call this event rcvdEvent. Then the source

completes the ceremony, updates its state with m∗, and continues to use the system,

including signing messages in θ2. Its subsequent behaviour is dependent only on m∗.

Since exactly t parties also received m∗, the only information the adversary has gained

is that the source is among one of the t parties receiving m∗. Thus,

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|rcvdEvent ∧ collEvent] =
1

t

And of course

Pr[rcvdEvent|collEvent] =
t

n

Suppose the source inside did not receive m∗; this is rcvdEvent. Then the source

does not complete the ceremony, and the ceremony terminates, which is the only

observable outcome to the adversary. Since exactly n− t parties also did not receive

m∗, the only information the adversary has gained is that the source is among one of

the n− t parties not receive m∗. Thus,

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|rcvdEvent ∧ collEvent] =
1

n− t
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And so

Pr[rcvdEvent|collEvent] =
n− t
n

By the law of total probability, we have

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|collEvent] = Pr[rcvdEvent|collEvent] · Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|rcvdEvent ∧ collEvent]

+ Pr[rcvdEvent|collEvent] · Pr[G1 ⇒ 1|rcvdEvent ∧ collEvent]

=
t

n
· 1

t
+
n− t
n
· 1

n− t
=

2

n

Combining equations (5.2.1) and (5.2.2), and Lemmas 1 and 2, we get the result:

Pr
[
Expprivacy

Imp1,n
(A)⇒ 1

]
≤ n2Advcoll

Π (B) +
2

n

or equivalently

Advprivacy
Imp1,n

(A) ≤ n2Advcoll
Π (B) +

2

n

The previous proof demonstrates that the construction provides protection to the

source at a 2
n

level, but this is worse than the theoretical best level of 1
n
. We do not

think it is possible to achieve 1
n

with this system unless the messages are in a public

way, so that each party will be able to see the messages sent to the other parties.

However, making these messages public will lead to problems during the proofs for the

unforgeability experiments, as we would lose the ability to claim that only members
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of the organization could have received the challenge values.

To formalize this idea, we conjecture that a attested drop protocol construction cannot

meet the lower bound if it wants to meet both of the privacy and security goals. This

is not a formal proof, as there could be some additional means to achieve this that

we are not aware of, or a technique that has not been theorized yet.

Conjecture 1. If the message is sent in a way that it is not publicly visible that each

party received the same message, then the lower bound of the chance that an adversary

could re-identify the source is 2
n

and not 1
n

.

If the source cannot see records of the messages that have been sent to the other group

members, then a splitting attack is possible. If messages are sent in a publicly visible

way, for example over AM radio, then the source can see what the others receive but

so could someone outside of the organization. To prevent a splitting attack while still

demonstrating that the credential was completed by someone in the organization,

there would have to be a means of seeing other messages sent in your organization

without revealing your own identity. We cannot think of a system where an low-

privilege user would have these accesses, but we cannot state that they do not exist

either.

5.2.2 Insider Unforgeability

We can now investigate the unforgeability of the credential generated by the system

against an adversary who is an insider to the organization. A member of the organiza-

tion can always create a new credential for a previously used group, as the adversary

can just run the protocol with the same group except this time they are acting as the

source. Thus we do not consider these types of attacks in our analysis.
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With insider unforgeability, we are worried about an adversary using their knowledge

of the messages that were sent to the other group members to be able to sign under

the credential without being the source. To prove that this construction is secure

against these types of adversaries we provide a reduction from the Expinforge
Imp1,n

to the

ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment, showing that this property depends on the security of the

digital signature scheme used.

Theorem 2. This construction of the attested drop protocol is insider unforgeable if

the digital signature scheme used by the source to sign is secure. More specifically, for

each adversary Ainforge against the insider unforgeability experiment Expinforge
Imp1,n

, there

exists an efficient algorithm A1
S that uses Ainforge as a black-box subroutine such that

Advinforge
Imp1,n

(Ainforge) ≤ AdvSign-Forge
DS (A1

S)

Proof. Algorithm A1
S, as shown by Figure 5.3, acts as a challenger to the Expinforge

Imp1,n

experiment and a breaker to the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment for a chosen digital signature

scheme. ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ generates a challenge pk, sk and gives pk to A1

S as an input. A1
S

then runs Ainforge, replacing the oracle calls to θ2(m,σ) with calls to the Signsk(·) if

the Ainforge is requesting signatures for pk. Then, when Ainforge is able to forge a

signature for pk, A1
S returns to ExpSig-Forge

DS,λ the values of m∗ , where it is the value of

(pkSOhdl, G) in pcred∗ and σ∗ is the signature on that tuple that will validate under

Verpk(m,σ)

Since A1
S is able to sign using the ExpSig-Forge

DS,λ challenge key when Ainforge requests its

challenge value, we know that if Ainforge returns a valid pcred it will be able to create
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forgeries for A1
S using the signing key for the credential. Thus:

Advinforge
Imp1,n

(Ainforge) ≤ AdvSign-Forge
DS (A1

S)

But since we have assumed that breaking the digital signature scheme is hard, we

have shown that creating a forged credential will be hard.
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Algorithm A1
S

A1
S is given pk the challenge public key, and access to a signing oracle Opk(m)

1: hdl← 0

2: Q← ⊥

3: Run Ainforge. The value of hdl when the adversary requests the challenge value is

represented by chlg.

4: When Ainforge calls θ1(G, i) in steps 4 and 6, answer the query in the following way:

- Increment hdl by 1

- {pkSOhdl, skSOhdl} ← Gen(·)

- If hdl 6= chlg, let pcredhdl = SignskAS
(pkSOhdl|G)

- If hdl = chlg , let pcredhdl = SignskAS
(pk|G)

- Return (pcredhdl, hdl)

5: When Ainforge calls θ2(hdl,m) in steps 4 and 6, answer the query in the following

way:

- Q← Q ∩m

- If hdl 6= chlg, Run θ2(m,σ)

- If hdl = chlg , Use Opk(m) and Return σ∗

6: Whenever ATT∗〈· · · 〉 or LK〈· · · 〉 are called in steps 4,5,6 and 7 they will execute as

expected.

7: Continue answering oracle queries of Ainforge in as above until it chooses to run step

7 and output a new pcred∗, as well as a corresponding doc∗ and sig∗

8: If pcred∗ = pcredchlg, then return (m∗, σ∗), where m∗ is doc∗ and σ∗ is sig∗

Figure 5.3: Adversary One for Insider Unforgeability in Construction One
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5.2.3 Outsider Unforgeability

Finally, we can investigate the unforgeability of signatures generated by a credential

from the system against an adversary who is an outsider to the organization. In this

scenario, we are concerned with two types of attacks. The first is an adversary who

is able to generate a new credential without being a member of the group, and are

thus able to impersonate a member of the organization. The adversary could do this

in one of two ways: they could either break the digital signature scheme used by

the attestor and be able to create false credentials that validate under the attestor’s

public signing key or they could break the commitment sent by the attestor to the

source, and acquire a credential that did not go through the delivery ceremony. The

other attack is an adversary who is able to generate new signatures under an existing

credential, and is able to impersonate the source.

To prove that the construction is secure against both of these attacks we demonstrate

that for both, unforgeability of the signatures generated by the credential can reduce

to the security of the digital signature scheme that was used. As well, this reduction

is not tight but we argue that what is demonstrated is sufficient to show the security.

Theorem 3. This construction of the attested drop protocol is outsider unforgeable

if the digital signature scheme used by the source to sign is secure and the digital

signature scheme used by the attestor to sign is secure. We also require that the

hash function used by the attestor can operate as a random oracle. More specifically,

for each adversary Aoutforge against the outsider unforgeability experiment Expoutforge
Imp1,n

,

there exists two efficient algorithms A2
S and A3

S that use Aoutforge as a black-box
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subroutine such that

Advoutforge
Imp1,n

(Aoutforge) ≤ AdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A2

S) + qAdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A3

S)

where q is the number of queries to θ1.

Proof. There are two scenarios that we must consider. This first reduction is for

the scenario where an outsider adversary is able generate a new credential for an

arbitrary group. In doing so, the adversary demonstrates that it is able to forge

the signing powers of the attestor or they are able to use the commitment sent to

bypass the delivery ceremony. The second reduction is for the scenario where an

outsider adversary is able to generate signatures for a pre-existing credential they did

not create. To do this, the adversary demonstrates that they can forge the signing

powers of the source.

Case 1. Similarly to the proof for source privacy, the proof for the first case is

organized through a sequence of games. The first game, G0, is the original outsider

unforgeability experiment Expoutforge
Imp1,n

as stated in Section 4.2.2.2.

The second game G1 replaces the hashed commitment sent in AP1 with the hash of

a random value. We will show that G1 and G0 are indistinguishable to the adversary

unless the adversary queries the random oracle on an unknown value.

Finally, we analyse the adversary’s win probability in the game G1, and show that an

adversary would need to be able to forge a signature for the chosen digital signature

scheme.
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Game G0. This game is the same as unforgeability experiment described by Figure

4.5. Since we are using the random oracle model for these experiments, all calls to

the hash function H(i) are replaced with calls to the random oracle RO(i).

Advoutforge
Imp1,n

(A) = Pr
[
Expoutforge

Imp1,n
(A)⇒ 1

]
= Pr[G0 ⇒ 1] (5.2.3)

Game G1. In this game, instead of hashing the pcred|G combined with a random

nonce to form the commitment value, we hash a random value instead. The only way

for an adversary to be able to distinguish between the two games would be if they are

able to know whether the real value was hashed or if a random value was hashed. To

do this, they must query the random oracle RO(i) with the real message, including

the nonce r = {0, 1}λ, since the nonce value is only present in the delivered message

which the outsider will not receive. Without the real message, the adversary will be

reduced to guessing the nonce value.

Thus:

Lemma 3.

|Pr[G0 ⇒ 1]− Pr[G1 ⇒ 1]| ≤ qRO/
∣∣(0, 1)λ

∣∣ ≤ negl(λ)

where λ is the security parameter.

Proof. To distinguish between the two scenarios, an outsider adversary will need to

determine if the commitment it receives in AP1 is a hash of the message or a hash

of a random value. To do this in the random oracle model, they will need to query

the oracle with the message value. Let qRO be the number of queries to the random

oracle.
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The first change we need to make to The Outsider Unforgeability Experiment outlined

in Figure 4.5 is how it handles calls to the AP1 oracle. Instead of sending a hash of

the challenge message, AP1 should send a hash of a randomly generated value m′.

We also need to change how the AP2 oracle functions, as a regular AP2 oracle will

always reject the correct message as the hash was of a random value. The AP2 oracle

must now know the value of H(m′), and just check that this value was received.

An adversary will not be aware that when they run AP2 that their message is not

being checked against the hash of the commitment; from their perspective, everything

should run as it did in G0.

qRO is polynomial in the security parameter, as the number of queries to guess the

commitment will grow relative to size of the commitment. The nonce r is exponential

in the security parameter, as for each possible credential the adversary must search

through all possible nonces. Both terms are thus negligible to the security parameter,

and are thus smaller than a negligible function.

Now that we are in G1, we can show that the security in this game reduces to the

security of the signature forgery experiment for the digital signature scheme used in

Construction 1. To do this we will show that there is an efficient algorithm A2
S which

can break the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment.

Lemma 4.

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1] ≤ AdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A2

S)

where n is the size of the group.

Proof. Algorithm A2
S, as shown by Figure 5.4, acts as a challenger to the Expoutforge

Imp1,λ

experiment and a breaker to the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment for a chosen digital signature
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scheme. ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ generates a challenge pk, sk and gives pk to A2

S as an input. A2
S

then runs Aoutforge, with pk, sk acting as the signing key of the attestor. Whenever

Aoutforge calls θ1(G, i) if ATTi 〈. . . 〉, A2
S uses the SignSk(·) oracle to generate the

credential. Then when Aoutforge is able to forge a signature for pk, A2
S returns to

ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ m∗and σ∗, where m∗ is the value of (pkSOhdl, G) in pcred∗ and σ∗ is the

signature on that tuple that will validate under V rfypk(m,σ)

Algorithm A2
S

A2
S is given pk the challenge public key, and access to a signing oracle Opk(m)

1: Initialize hdl = 0

2: (pkAS, stAS)← {pk,⊥}

3: Now run Aoutforge.

4: Whenever Aoutforge calls θ1() in step 3, answer the query in the following way:

- Increment hdl by 1

- {pkSOhdl, skSOhdl} ← Gen(·)

- pcredhdl ← Opk(pkSOhdl, G)

- Return (pcredhdl, hdl)

5: Whenever Aoutforge calls ATTi 〈. . . 〉 in step 3, answer the query in the following way:

- Increment hdl by 1

- {pkSOhdl, skSOhdl} ← Gen(·)

- Call Opk(pkSOhdl, G) to generate a credential signed with the challenge key called

pcredhdl

- Return (pcredhdl, hdl)

6: Whenever θ2 is called in step 3, run the oracle as expected.

7: Whenever DPG is called in steps 3 and 4, run the algorithm as expected.
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8: Whenever the AP1 oracle is called in step 3, answer the query in the following way:

- Respond to any calls to the Random Oracle RO(m) with hm ← H({0, 1}λ) and

increment qRO by 1

- Otherwise run as expected

9: Whenever the AP2 oracle is called in step 3, answer the query in the following way:

- Respond to any calls to the Random Oracle RO(m) with the associated hm

- Otherwise run as expected

10: Continue answering oracle queries of Aoutforge until it reaches step 4 and outputs a

new pcred∗ that verifies under pk

11: Generate (m∗, σ∗), where m∗ is the value of (pkSOhdl, G) in pcred∗ and σ∗ is the

signature on that tuple.

12: return (m∗, σ∗)

Figure 5.4: Algorithm Two for Outsider Unforgeability in Construction One

By combining the previous statements, we have the following result for the first case:

Advantage Case 1 = negl(λ) + AdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A2

S) (5.2.4)

Case 2. The following reduction is for the second case where an outsider adversary

is able generate a new signature from an existing credential that they did not create.

To do this we will show that there is an efficient algorithm A3
S which can break the

ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment.
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Lemma 5.

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1] ≤ qAdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A3

S)

where n is the size of the group.

Proof. Algorithm A3
S, as shown by Figure 5.5, acts as a challenger to the

Expoutforge
Imp1,n

experiment and a breaker to the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment for a chosen digital

signature scheme. ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ generates a challenge pk, sk and gives pk to A3

S as an

input. A3
S then runs Aoutforge, replacing the oracle calls to θ2(m,σ) with calls to

the Signsk(·) if the Aoutforge is requesting signatures for j, a randomly chosen value

representing one of the possible oracle calls. Then when Aoutforge is able to forge a

signature for pk, A3
S returns to ExpSig-Forge

DS,λ the values of m∗, the document doc∗ that

had a forgery generated for it and σ∗, a signature sig∗ on that message that will

validate under Verpk(m,σ).
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Algorithm A3
S

A3
S is given pk the challenge public key, and access to a signing oracle Opk(m) as well

as q the maximum number of possible queries to θ2

1: j
$← {1, . . . , q}

2: (pkAS, stAS)← SETUP

3: Run Aoutforge. Whenever Aoutforge calls θ1(G, i) in step 3, answer the query in the

following way:

- Increment hdl by 1

- {pkSOhdl, skSOhdl} ← Gen()̇

- If hdl 6= j, Run θ1(G, i) as expected

- If hdl = j , let pcredhdl = SignskAS
(pk,G)

- Return (pcredhdl, hdl)

4: Whenever Aoutforge calls θ2(i,m) in step 3, answer the query in the following way:

- If hdl 6= j, Run θ2(i,m) as expected

- If hdl = j , Use Opk(m)

5: Whenever ATT∗〈· · · 〉 is called in step 3, run the algorithm as expected.

6: Whenever DPG is called in steps 3 or 4, run the algorithm as expected.

7: Continue answering oracle queries of Aoutforge until it reaches step 4 and outputs a

new pcred∗, as well as a corresponding doc∗ and sig∗

8: If pcred∗ = pcredj, then return (m∗, σ∗), where m∗ is doc∗ and σ∗ is sig∗

Figure 5.5: Adversary Three for Outsider Unforgeability in Construction One

The algorithm succeeds in breaking the Aoutforge experiment with probability 1
q
, as

we cannot know which pcred the adversary algorithm will forge the signature for.
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Thus we have:

Advantage Case 2 = qAdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A3

S) (5.2.5)

In the first case, we can see that if Aoutforge is able to create a pcred∗, then that pcred

could be used to generate signature on an arbitrary message to beat ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ . In

the second case, we can see that if Aoutforge is able to generate a pcred∗ that matches

pcredj then the document doc∗ and the signature created for it sig∗ can be used to

beat ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ . Thus in both scenarios, we are able to show that if we can generate

a forged credential, we can break the underlying digital signature scheme that was

used. Thus:

Advoutforge
Imp1,n

(A) = AdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A2

S) + qAdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A3

S) + negl(λ) (5.2.6)

But since we assume that breaking the digital signature scheme is hard, we have

shown that creating a signature on a document when you are not a member of the

potential leaking group is hard.

5.3 Discussion

With this construction all of the stated design and security goals have been met, but

there has been no comprehensive consideration for usability and performance. The

source will be required to extract a message large enough to contain cryptographic

information discretely, which will be difficult in a hostile environment. In such a

scenario, an adversary will be able to monitor the actions of the source for suspicious
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activity. Having to download and manage a large binary file may be a cause of

suspicion. We can address this problem in another construction.
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Chapter 6

Construction Two

The goal of this construction is to address a potentially significant usability problem.

The file size of the messages sent by the attestor in DLV could be too large to for

the source to extract discreetly. In a surveilled environment where all actions taken

by human actors are monitored, even copying the data to a drive could allow the

adversary to re-identify the source. Thus we need to develop an construction that is

able to work using human extractable challenge.

A human extractable challenge is a message that an individual can quickly memorize

but will be able to be hashed with enough information entropy such that finding

a collision in polynomial time is non-trivial. There has been significant work into

password security and usability, which concludes that a 16+ character password is

sufficient for providing these goals [KSK+11, KKM+12]. NIST’s recent password

guidelines [GNF+17] also support this claim.

In literature, passwords composed of natural language words instead of just charac-

ters are commonly referred to as passphrases [KSJS07]. Passphrases can be generated

to achieve similar security properties as passwords, by maintaining a similar amount
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of information entropy. For example, a three-word passphrase selected from a dic-

tionary of 1024 words with replacement has an information theoretic entropy value

of approximately 30 bits, which is almost identical to the entropy of a 5 character

password selected from 64 characters [SKK+12].

Definition 4. A passphrase generation algorithm Genpassphrase(dict,m) is a proba-

bilistic polynomial-time algorithm that consists of:

• dict is a dictionary of natural language words, of size d

• w is the number of words to be selected for the passphrase

The output of the passphrase generation algorithm is a string phrase, consisting of w

words selected with replacement from dict. This output is the generated passphrase.

The set of all possible passphrases that could be generated by this algorithm is referred

to as the dictionary space.

While it has not been shown that a passphrase generated this way is inherently easier

to memorize than a password [SKK+12], we believe that a passphrase may be easier

to obfuscate in a natural language message than a random character string password.

KDF. Similar to Chapter 5, we allow the source a means to validate the message

they received from the DMC by requiring an additional message will be sent from

the attestor to the source in AP1. This message will contain the hashed value of a

passphrase, which will also be the contents of the message the attestor sends across

typical cryptographic value. If the system uses a hash function such as SHA-3, the

adversary to brute force a hash table of possible values given the limited message

space for passphrases. Thus for this system, the hash should be generated by a

cryptographic hash function that allows for slow execution times. To accomplish this
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goal, we will use a key derivation function [PM99, KM17, BDK16, BCS16]. These

functions can act like a cryptographic hash function [Kra10] in practice, but they

have parameters that allow a user to control how long the hash will take to execute.

Definition 5. Adapted from [YY05]: A generic password based key derivation func-

tion can be written as:

y = Fλ(p, s, c)

where

• p is the password or input string

• s is the salt value

• c is the iteration count

• y is the derived key of length λ or output string

Key derivation functions have a parameter c, which allows the user to control how

quickly the hash is computed. The larger the parameter value, the longer the hashing

will take. Both s and c are optional parameters in many password based key derivation

functions.

For this construction we replace the calls to the hash function H(m) with calls to a key

derivation function acting as a hash function, which we write as H(m, s) ≡ F(m, s, c).

For the proofs in this chapter, the value for c is assumed to be sufficiently large. We

investigate what this means in practice in Section 6.3.
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6.1 Specification

For Construction 2, the major difference from Construction 1 is the commitment sent

by the attestation server in AP1 is not a hash of the credential, but a hash of some

passphrase that acts a challenge value. This passphrase allows the source to retrieve

the credential from the attestor in AP2. Both the SETUP and DPG ceremonies are

the same as they were in Chapter Construction One, as there is nothing new that

the parties need to initialize, as well as no new actions they need to take during a

protocol execution.

6.1.1 SETUP

In the SETUP ceremony, the attestor will generate a public-private signing key pair

(pkAS, skAS). It will then communicate with a Certificate Authority to acquire a

signed certificate for its public key, allowing it to sign under that key. The source will

acquire the public certificate, containing pkAS through unspecified means. The source

will also select the other group members and form the group of potential leakers G,

using an arbitrary means to do so. This ceremony is shown in the figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Attestment Ceremony Sequence Diagram in Construction Two

The Attestation ceremony specified by four sub-ceremonies: Attestment Protocol

One, Delivery, Exfiltration and Attestment Protocol Two. Figure 6.1 shows a se-

quence diagram describing the various messages sent between the entities in this

construction.

6.1.2.1 AP1

The source outside will generate a signing key pair (pkSOSign, skSOSign) for the digital

signature scheme using its key generation algorithm Gen. They will open an anony-

mous communication channel with the attestor and send to them their public signing

key pkSOSign, and the list of group members and their associated identities G which

they should have received as input.
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Upon receiving this communication, the attestor will concatenate pkSOSign and G with

any additional relevant information to form a certificate. This will be signed using the

signing algorithm of the chosen digital signature scheme Sign to create the signature

σpcred. This signature is then combined with pkSOSign and G to create the certificate

pcred. The attestor will now generate the salt for the KDF s, which is a binary

value whose length is the security parameter λ. They will then run the passphrase

generation algorithm Genpassphrase(dict, w) to generate the message set M . These

messages need to be identical, as the messages will be hashed as the commitment.

The attestor may also apply further modifications to make each message m1 . . .mn

unique, but still contain an identical password.

Finally the attestor uses the KDF to m to create H(m, s), the hash of m. The hash,

along with the salt value, are sent back over the anonymous communication channel

to the source outside, and this message must be sent while the channel is still open.

6.1.2.2 DLV

The attestor will now send the messages m1, . . . ,mn to each of the identities for the

group members 1, . . . n ∈ G through the communication medium. Assuming it is not

aware of the protocol, the DMC will receive the messages perform any modifications

it ends to do, creating m′1, . . . ,m
′
n. It will then forward them to the correct addresses.

6.1.2.3 EXF

Now that the source inside has received the message m′i, it must extract this value to

its outside device source outside. Exactly how the source does this is not specified,

but it is important that they do so in such a way that prevents identifying themselves
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as the source. m′i should be small enough such that source can quickly memorize the

value without needing to physically copy any values.

6.1.2.4 AP2

Now that the source outside has extracted the value of m′i, they must first check

to see if this message has not been tampered with. To do this, they can apply the

cryptographic hash algorithm to m′i and compare it to the value it had received

H(m′i). If the values match, then the source must again contact the attestor over an

anonymous channel, this time sending the recovered message as a password, with the

attestor sending the credential pcred as a response.

6.1.3 DPG

This ceremony is identical to the ceremony proposed in Chapter 5. This is because

the proposed changes from Chapter 5 to Chapter 6 are related to how to the credential

is generated and recovered and not how it would be used.
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Figure 6.2: Dropping Ceremony Sequence Diagram in Construction Two

The Dropping ceremony is specified by two sub-ceremonies: Drop and Verification.

Figure 6.2 shows a sequence diagram describing the various messages sent between

the entities in this construction.

6.2 Security

In Chapter 4, security properties of source privacy and unforgeability were introduced.

With this construction we must show that it meets those goals using the techniques

of provable security.

In comparison to the construction provided in Chapter 5, there are a few more at-

tacks that we must consider. Given that the challenge messages will have a smaller

message space than we would prefer, the designer of an implementation based on this

construction must set the iteration count and protocol timeouts
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6.2.1 Source Privacy

As discussed in subsection 5.2.1, the DLV ceremony is where an adversary will in-

teract with the system to gain information about the source. Here the adversary will

manipulate the messages sent from the attestor to the group members in an attempt

to gain information about the source, by sending unique passphrases to each group

member. To prevent this attack, the system specifies that the attestor send a hash

of the passphrase to the source as part of AP1. Thus as long as the key derivation

function used is collision-resistant, the attestor cannot send different challenges to

each group member.

Given that passphrases inherently have a lower information entropy value than ran-

dom strings, an adversary could realistically perform an offline dictionary attack on

the passphrase space to find collisions. To prevent this, we can make use of the salt

parameter in the key derivation function. If the source sends a large enough salt value

in its initial communication, the adversary without prior knowledge of the salt will

not be able to carry out a dictionary attack.

Theorem 4. If the underlying key derivation function F used in the construction

for hashing is collision-resistant, then an adversary can re-identify the source with at

most 2
n

chance, where n is the size of the potential leaking group G. More specifically,

for each adversary A against the source privacy experiment Expprivacy
Imp2,n

, there exists an

efficient algorithm B that uses A as a black-box subroutine such that

Advprivacy
Imp2,n

(A) ≤ n2Advcoll
F (B) +

2

n

Proof. The proof for this theorem is very similar to the proof for source privacy in
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Construction 1. Instead of using a nonce value to concatenate with the challenge

value to extend the message space of hashed commitment, this implementation uses

a salt parameter for the KDF to achieve the same objective. Thus to have negligible

probability for adversary to distinguish between G0 and G1, we would need the salt

to be sufficient large. For this proof, we will assume that we have selected a large

enough value, and we will address the selection of a proper size in Section 6.3.

The remainder of the proof would proceed in an identical fashion to the proof in

Subsection 5.2.1.

6.2.2 Insider Unforgeablity

With insider unforgeability, we are worried about an adversary using their knowledge

of the messages that were sent to the other group members to be able to sign under

the credential without being the source. These attacks do not change based on the

changes between Construction 1 and Construction 2. This is because an insider

already has access to the communications sent to the group members in DLV . Thus

an insider adversary will have direct access to the passphrase and can recover pcred

at will.

Theorem 5. This construction of the attested drop protocol is insider unforgeable if

the digital signature scheme used by the source to sign is secure. More specifically, for

each adversary Ainforge against the insider unforgeability experiment Expinforge
Imp2,n

, there

exists an efficient algorithm A4
S that uses Ainforge as a black-box subroutine such that

Advinforge
Imp2,n

(Ainforge) ≤ AdvSign-Forge
DS (A4

S)
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Proof. This proof is identical to the proof from Subsection 5.2.2.

6.2.3 Outsider Unforgeability

We can also demonstrate that signatures created by credentials from this construction

are unable to be forged by an organizational outsider. Similarly to the discussion in

Subsection 5.2.3, there are two attack scenarios. In the first, an adversary creates

a valid credential without having access to the messages sent to the group mem-

bers. The other scenario is where an adversary can generate new signatures under an

existing attested credential, which they do not already possess.

To prove that this construction is secure in both of these scenarios, we demonstrate

that the unforgeability of the signatures generated by the credential can reduce to

the security of the digital signature scheme that was used. In this construction, we

are also worried about potential brute force attacks on the dictionary space. Thus we

must be aware of the parameter values used by this function when determining the

security.

Theorem 6. This construction of the attested drop protocol is outsider unforgeable

if the digital signature scheme used by the source to sign is secure, the digital sig-

nature scheme used by the attestor to sign is secure and the output space for the

passphrase generation algorithm is big enough to make a dictionary attack infeasible.

We also require that the hash function used by the attestor is assumed to be a random

oracle. More specifically, for each adversary Aoutforge against the outsider unforge-

ability experiment Expoutforge
Imp2,n

, there exists two efficient algorithms A5
S and A6

S that
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uses Aoutforge as a black-box subroutine such that

Advoutforge
Imp2,n

(Aoutforge) ≤ AdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A5

S) + qAdvSig-forge
(DS,n) (A6

S) + qRO/

(
dict

w

)

where q is the number of queries to θ1, qRO is the number of queries to the random

oracle, dict is the dictionary of potential words for the passphrase and w is the number

of words in the passphrase.

Proof. As we have seen in the proof for Theorem 3 there are two scenarios that

we must consider. This first is for the scenario where an outsider adversary is able

generate a credential for an arbitrary group. Here, the adversary is demonstrating

that they can forge the signature of the attestor. The second reduction is for the

scenario where an outsider adversary is able to generate signatures for a pre-existing

credential they did not create. Here the adversary demonstrates that they can forge

the signature of the source.

Case 1. As we have seen in previous proofs, this proof is organized through a se-

quence of games. The first game, G0, is the original outsider unforgeability experiment

Expoutforge
Imp2,n

as stated in Section 4.2.2.2.

The second game G1 replaces the hashed commitment sent in AP1 with the hash of

a random value. We will show that G1 and G0 are indistinguishable to the adversary

unless the adversary queries the random oracle on an unknown value. In this con-

struction, the adversary already has access to the salt value used from AP1, so we

cannot use that as a means of increasing the password entropy space. Instead we rely

on the adversary’s inability to efficiently compute hashes for the dictionary space.

Then we analyse the adversary’s win probability in the game G1. We show that an
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adversary would need to be able to forge a signature for the chosen digital signature

scheme to be able to forge a signature for a credential generated by the construction.

Game G0. This game is set in the same environment as the unforgeability experi-

ment from Figure 4.5. Since we are using the random oracle model for this experiment,

all calls to the KDF acting as the hash function H(i, s) are replaced with calls to the

random oracle RO(i, s).

Advoutforge
Imp2,n

(A) = Pr
[
Expoutforge

Imp2,n
(A)⇒ 1

]
= Pr[G0 ⇒ 1] (6.2.1)

Game G1. In this game, instead of hashing the passphrase phrase and the salt s,

the random oracle hashes a random value instead.

The only way for an adversary to be able to distinguish between the two games would

be if they are able to know whether the real value was hashed or if a random value

was hashed. To do this, they must query the random oracle RO(i, s) with the real

message, which as an outsider they will not have.

Thus:

Lemma 6.

|Pr[G0 ⇒ 1]− Pr[G1 ⇒ 1]| ≤ qRO/

(
dict

w

)
where qRO is the number of queries to the random oracle, dict is the dictionary of

potential words for the passphrase and w is the number of words in the passphrase.

Proof. For an outsider adversary to be able to distinguish between the two scenarios,

they will need to determine if the commitment it receives in AP1 is a hash of the

message or a hash of a random value. To do this in the random oracle model, they
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will need to query the oracle with the message value. Let qRO be the number of

queries made by the adversary to the random oracle.

The first change we need to make to The Outsider Unforgeability Experiment outlined

in Figure 4.5 is how it handles calls to the AP1 oracle. Instead of sending a hash of

the challenge message, AP1 should send a hash of a randomly generated value m′ and

the salt s. We also need to change how the AP2 oracle functions, as a regular AP2

oracle will always reject the correct message as the hash was of a random value. The

AP2 oracle must now know the value of H(m′, s), and just check that this value was

received.

For this construction, the dictionary space of the passphrases will be considerable

smaller than the dictionary space of the challenge values in Construction 1. This

means that it would be possible for an adversary to efficiently determine the hashed

values of messages from the dictionary space given that they have the salt value used.

Let
(
dict
w

)
be the size of hte dictionary space for this passphrase generation algorithm.

Given enough queries, the adversary will be able to test all possible passphrases in

the random oracle, and will then be able to determine if the value they have received

is part of that set or was a hash of a random value.

This value is not neglible, so we cannot eliminate it from our reduction. However,

we will assume for the rest of the proof that we have limited the adversary’s ability

to make large amount of queries. A discussion on how we will do this is provided in

Section 6.3.

In G1, it is possible to show that the unforgeability of signatures generated by cre-

dentials in this game reduces to the security of the signature forgery experiment for

the digital signature scheme used in Construction 2. To do this we will show that
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there is an efficient algorithm A5
S which can break the ExpSig-Forge

DS,λ experiment.

Lemma 7.

Pr[G1 ⇒ 1] ≤ AdvSig-forge
(DS,λ) (A5

S)

where λ is the security parameter.

Proof. This proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 4, except that the implementation

the hash function uses a salt parameter instead of the message being concatenated

with a nonce. This change does not directly affect the results of the proof as we

already use a random oracle to model the hash function.

Thus by combining the previous statements, we have the following result for the first

case:

Advantage Case 1 = qRO/

(
dict

w

)
+ AdvSig-forge

(DS,λ) (A5
S) (6.2.2)

Case 2. The following reduction is for the second case where an outsider adversary

is able generate a new signature from an existing credential that did not create. To

do this we will show that there is an efficient algorithm A6
S which can break the

ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment.

Advantage Case 2 = qAdvSig-forge
(DS,λ) (A6

S) (6.2.3)

Proof. This proof is identical to the proof of 5, except that the implementation the

hash function uses a salt parameter instead of the message being concatenated with

a nonce. This change does not directly affect the results of the proof as we already

use a random oracle to model the hash function.
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Thus we have:

Advantage Case 2 = qAdvSig-forge
(DS,λ) (A6

S) (6.2.4)

For the first case, if Aoutforge is able to create a pcred∗, then that pcred could be used

to generate signature on an arbitrary message to beat the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment.

For the second case, if Aoutforge is able to generate a pcred∗ that matches pcredj

then the document doc∗ and the signature created for it sig∗ can be used to beat

the ExpSig-Forge
DS,λ experiment. Therefore we are able to show that if we can generate

a forged credential, we can break the underlying digital signature scheme that was

used. Thus:

Advoutforge
Imp2,n

(A) = AdvSig-forge
(DS,λ) (A5

S) + qAdvSig-forge
(DS,λ) (A6

S) + qRO/

(
dict

w

)
(6.2.5)

But since we assume that the digital signature scheme is unforgeable, breaking out-

sider unforgeability is as hard as an offline-dictionary attack against the passphrase.

We can prevent this by controlling how quickly the hash function works. To do this,

we need to select a large enough c value for the KDF used, in respect to how much

time we are allowing for a protocol timeout.

6.3 Discussion

Unlike standard cryptographic hash functions, KDFs include optional parameters

that the user may set to modify the behaviour of the function. The following is a
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discussion about how we set those parameter values in respect to the various security

properties we have proven in Section 6.2.

Source Privacy For the source privacy property, the salt value used by the KDF is

an important parameter to demonstrate security. Salt values are included to prevent

an adversary from precomputing a dictionary of passphrase,hash pairs in advance

of the protocol execution. To prevent attacks against the attestation server’s com-

mitment used during the attestation ceremony, a salt value should be sent from the

source to the attestor during AP1. The KDF will then use the salt to help generate the

messages M . Because the message space of the KDF without the salt is potentially

small (230), an adversary could test offline all possible messages to find a preimage.

NIST suggests that the value for the salt be no shorter than 128 bits [TBBC10].

Insider Unforgeability. Given that an insider will have access to the challenge

message directly, they do not need try to derive it from the commitment. So, for

this property the exact parameter values used by the KDF are not significant for the

proof.

Outsider Unforgeability. We have so far ignored the third parameter c in our

KDF definition when discussing how we are using it as a cryptographic hash function.

The value c is the iteration count. It refers to how many times the hash function is

applied repeatedly to the message: H(H(H . . .H(m) . . . )) = Hc(m), where the hash

function is applied c times.

In a set of recommendations [TBBC10], NIST recommends that this value should

be set as large as possible for the application. It is stated that this value should
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be at a minimum 1000, but a value as large as 1000000 may be appropriate. More

recent NIST documents suggest that the minimum value should be closer to 10000

[GNF+17].

While there does not appear to be a generic formula designed to estimate the minimum

number of iterations for a KDF to achieve security against dictionary attacks, this

does not mean that we cannot describe one. Consider the following formula:

1

2
|P| ≥ a

c
∗ t (6.3.1)

Where |P| is the size of the message space that the passphrase is derived from, c is the

number of iterations used by the KDF, a is the adversary power in protocol iterations

per second and t is the protocol timeout in seconds. This equation then represents

how much greater the average time required to find a hash value in the passphrase

search space needs to be compared to the timeout value we set for the protocol.

We can derive appropriate numbers for these values, using some example values. The

approximate search space for a human-extractable passphrase is 230 [SKK+12]. A

reasonable value for the protocol timeout would be one week, or approximately 219

seconds, as that would allow the attestor to attempt to send the message multiple

times. A recent study into the cost of computing PBKDF2 [VMBM19] suggests that

standard GPU configurations seen in common commercial desktop computers can

compute between approximately 75,000,000 and 191,000,000 iterations per second,

if the hash function used is SHA-256. We will approximate these values by saying

that an adversary has an attack power a of 228 iterations per second divided by an

iteration count of c.

When we substitute these values into the formula we can solve for the iteration count
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c:

1

2
|P| ≥ a

c
∗ t

1

2
∗ 230 ≥ 228

c
∗ 219

c ≥ 218

This suggest that to protect our construction against dictionary attacks, we would

require that KDF use at a minimum of 218, or about 260,000, iterations for it to be

secure. To account for stronger adversaries, who have access to more powerful GPU

setups, it would likely be possible to use an iteration count value that is greater than

10,000,000. We can do this for this construction, as the source and attestor should

only be hashing a few values during the execution of the protocol. For an honest party

using a lower end standard GPU setup, which can compute approximately 75,000,000

iterations per second [VMBM19], they would be able to determine the hash of the

commitment in 10,000,000
75,000,000

sec which is approximately 0.13 seconds.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In Chapters 5 and 6 we described two secret leaking scenarios and present construc-

tions to meet the requirements of those scenarios. Every secret leaking scenario

provides its own challenges, so other scenarios may require solutions different than

what we have presented. In this chapter, we first review the possible design decisions

that can be made when creating an attested drop protocol construction.

There are still technical and theoretical challenges that exist in regards to the design of

attested drop protocols that would make for interesting future work. We can also look

beyond secret leaking, and see that it is possible to adapt the attested drop protocol

to build constructions that address other potential applications such as reviewing

systems.

7.1 Design Options

When creating a construction for an attested drop protocol, there are a series of

design choices that must me made. The correct choice depends on the intended use
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case for the construction, as well as which technologies are available to each party.

The following section is a discussion around some of these points and their potential

options.

7.1.1 Obfuscated Messages

An attested drop protocol construction may require that the messages sent from the

attestor to the source inside and other group members are obfuscated such that the

DMC is unable to determine if the messages are related to the protocol’s execution.

Without obfuscation, a real-world adversary could detect and filter out all of the chal-

lenge messages. A construction could obfuscate its messages by hiding the contents of

the challenge using encryption, or by hiding the existence of the challenge completely

with steganography. It is also possible to use a combination of both approaches.

In Chapter 5, a steganographic algorithm is used. The source first sends to the attestor

a value that acts as a shared private key for a previously specified steganographic

scheme. The attestor hides the credential value in another plaintext message using

the steganographic scheme and sends the output message as the challenge to the

group. The second plaintext message could consist of an image, video or binary

data file depending on the algorithm that is being used. To the DMC and other

group members, the challenge should appear as a normal message from everyday

communications provided that the steganographic scheme used is good.

In Chapter 6, we do not directly obfuscate the challenges. The challenge value used in

this construction is a passphrase which consists of natural language words. We assume

that the attestor is able to hide the passphrase into a natural language message, but

we do not specify how. A one-time steganographic scheme could be used to achieve
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this if necessary.

One could use a public key encryption scheme to obfuscate the challenge messages.

This would not hide that the protocol is being carried out, but it would prevent a

polynomial time adversary from determining the contents of the challenge messages.

This may be useful in scenarios where the group members regularly receive encrypted

messages, or where the DMC actively wants the protocol to succeed. One can imagine

a corporation implementing this protocol to handle internal whistleblowing scenarios;

the company wants to receive honest feedback, while the whistleblower does not want

to reveal their exact identity.

7.1.2 Message Structure

When designing a construction of an attested drop protocol, it is important to specify

what the challenge message sent from the attestor to the group members will contain.

Otherwise the source will not know what to look for after he has initiated the protocol.

First, the designer must decide if the message needs to be human-extractable. This

problem is addressed in Chapter 6, where we describe a construction that allows for

a human actor to be able to quickly memorize the contents of the challenge so that

they can minimize the risk of being exposure.

In scenarios where the challenge messages need only to be computer-extractable,

the designer may not have to worry about the challenge message size. With longer

challenges, it would be possible to avoid additional, potentially risky communications

in sub-ceremony AP2. In Chapter 5, we describe such a system. Here the message

contents are obfuscated, but are not constrained by length. The challenges could be

a large binary files. Of course, there would exist a limit to the size of files, as an
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attestor cannot send a file that is too large to be delivered.

7.1.3 Message Verifiability

Another design point to consider when creating an attested drop protocol construc-

tion is how the system gives the source confidence that the challenge message they

received will not provide any additional re-identification risk. Without verifiability, an

adversary controlling the attestor could generate multiple credentials, and use those

to re-identify the source based on which one was used in the leak. To prevent this,

we need the attestor to commit to a value and for the source to have access to this

value. We have solved this problem in both of our constructions, but there are other

possible solutions.

Hashing. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the design specifies that the attestor send

an additional message to the source in AP1. This message is hashed using a hash

function that was selected by the designer. If the hash function used is collison-

resistant, the adversary will be unable to efficiently create multiple credentials that

hash to the same value.

Bulletin Board. In scenarios where the attestor cannot send additional messages,

the designer may use a bulletin board approach. Bulletin boards are frequently seen

in e-voting systems [Adi08], where a public list of votes are maintained on a server

such that any party can view the results. In general a bulletin board is a public

posting of some information indexed by smaller values.

When used as part of an attested drop protocol, the attestor would sent the credential

to additional entity which we call the bulletin board. The source could retrieve the
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credential by interacting with the bulletin board by using the challenge value they

received as the index. To prevent a malicious attestor from re-identifying the source

from the index he uses, Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [DGH12] or a similar

oblivious transfer mechanism would need to be implemented.

7.1.4 Anonymous Communication Channel Generation

In the AP1 and AP2 sub-ceremonies the source creates an anonymous communication

channel to contact the attestor. The means by which this channel is created are

left up to the designer. Possible factors one can use to determine the appropriate

technology include the size of the communications and if any party will need offline

access to the messages.

A popular means for generating anonymous channels is the Tor anonymity network

[DMS04]. Using this method, the source would need to acquire the address of the

attestment server in the Tor network before creating a TCP connection using their

onion proxy. As there are over 3 million Tor users as of writing [Tor], Tor can provide

the largest anonymity net of all solutions we have investigated.

There are other means of creating this channel besides Tor. Loopix [PHE+17] allows

for the source to send the communications as a text message, and allows them to use

an email-like interface for off-line access. Vuvuzela [VDHLZZ15] allows the source

to send anonymous chat messages which would be protected by a differential privacy

mechanism. This mechanism allows for relatively low latency for the communications.
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7.1.5 Protocol Timeout

Another decision point for the designer of an attested drop protocol construction

is how much time they allow for an attestor to send the challenge to the group

members. It is possible that the challenges fail to reach their destination, so an honest

attestor may want to resend the challenge. But a dishonest attestor could use multiple

attempts to perform splitting attacks on the group, where they send the challenges

to the group in waves. In this attack scenario, if the source leaks immediately after

receiving the challenge, the attestor will know which wave the source belongs to.

It is then a requirement that the source abort the protocol if it does not receive the

challenge after a certain time, and moreover that they do not start AP2 until a fixed

amount time has passed. The attestor will be allowed to resend the message, but the

source should only use any future challenges it receives to compare to the initial value

it has. If they differ, the source can abort the protocol.

What constitutes a reasonable timeout length depends on the application. For exam-

ple, in a secret leaking scenario, a timeout of a week will allow for the source to have

the time to extract the challenge and for the attestor to have multiple attempts. In

a course review scenario, the timeout may only need to be a few hours long.

7.1.6 Multiple Attestors

As discussed in Section 4.3, the design of the attested drop protocol does not protect

against scenarios where an attestor pretends to be a source. To provide a skeptic

with some assurance that source and attestor are independent, a source can reuse

their signing key with a different attestor. This will result in two credentials for the

same signing key. A skeptic just needs to believe that one of the attestors is not
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colluding with the source, for them to believe in the signing key associated with a

credential.

In a secret leaking scenario, the source could execute the protocol with two media

organizations of differing political alignments. If the skeptic adheres to the belief that

one organization is inherently biased, having attestation from an organization sharing

their preferred ideology should help convince them of the leak’s authenticity.

7.1.7 Attestation Operation

The attestor is modelled as a computer server that responds to queries with com-

mitments and message sets. If the server automatically responds to these requests,

then it could become vulnerable to ‘denial of service’ attacks. These attacks flood

the server with trivial requests in an attempt to take it off-line. A public server could

also receive requests for groups and organizations that its owner does not want it

to attest for. This could occur when a server attests to a leak from within its own

organization. In practice we suggest that the server be managed by a human actor,

who decides based on the contents of the initial message from the source whether the

protocol should continue or not.

It is also possible that the attestation server posts a list of public credentials that it

has attested to, instead of responding to skeptic inquires like we have modelled in

sub-ceremony V ER. In doing so, the burden of responding to all of the verification

requests is removed. The timing of when the server posts these credentials would be

important, as it should not do so before the leak has occurred. Otherwise there is

additional risk that an adversary is able to use that information to create a false leak.

Depending on the scheme used, a public posting could then invalidate all future leaks
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under that credential.

7.2 Future Work

A major future goal is to implement the presented constructions, and experimentally

evaluate them. First we should consult with potential users to further refine the

requirements of a practical secret leaking system before finalizing a construction.

Then we can seek additional support to determine exactly what resources are required

to build the system. Once these steps have been completed, we can we deploy the

implementation for experimental purposes. By carrying out experiments, we will be

able to evaluate the robustness of an implementation against additional attacks.

Another future goal is to determine if we can reach a better lower bound for the

adversary’s ability to re-identify the source. In the constructions we have presented

in this work, we were only able to demonstrate that they provide a 2
n

guarantee versus

the theoretical lower bound of 1
n
. The theoretical lower bound would be achievable if

the source has the ability to verify that the other group members received the same

message. At this time we have not been able to devise a means of doing this without

introducing additional vulnerabilities that could lead to forgeries of the credential.

We can also study other potential applications for the general protocol in addition

to secret leaking. It would be possible to design and build a reviewing system using

this protocol. In the case of course reviews at a university, the group would be the

class of students and the challenges would be sent to the student’s email. In the case

of an employer review website, the group would be the current employees and the

challenges would be sent to emails associated with the employer. In both cases, such

a system would provide greater privacy to the reviewer than current systems while
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allowing an auditor to have some publicly verifiable means of checking the review.

There exist other approaches to provable security outside of the reductionist proofs we

used in this work. Security protocol verification tools, such as a Tamarin [MSCB13] or

ProVerif [KBB17] allow for protocol security to be investigated using formal methods

techniques. We can explore using in this approach to futher study and evaluate the

security properties of the attested drop protocol.

7.3 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a new protocol which allows for anonymous attesta-

tion without a PKI. This protocol can be used in scenarios where the user wants to

maintain its privacy from all parties, while still being able to provide to a skeptic some

evidence that the document they have provided is from an authentic source. These

scenarios come up frequently when the user is a whistleblower, so this work can be

developed into a system to help protect these individuals from serious consequences.

We also looked at the potential threats and trust assumptions needed for an attested

drop protocol. While the system does not provide proof that the contents of the

document used with it are authentic, it does provide a means of validating where the

document came from, so long as the skeptic trusts at least one of the attestors to act

honestly. An implementation of the protocol was not provided, but with consultation

with potential users, future research will hopefully result in the deployment of a

real-world system.

While we have created a protocol for anonymous attestation, we have not spent much

time addressing the implications to society if an implementation of this protocol was

deployed. With stronger whistleblowing systems, it will become easier for honest
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individuals to expose corruption and mismanagement in both the public and pri-

vate sphere. This will hopefully allow for stronger regulation, and through it better

government and management. News agencies could use this system to improve the

verifiability of their sources without having to reveal their identities. With widespread

adoption, this protocol could lead to a more open and honest world.
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